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Abstract
Cognitive Diagnostic Models-based Automatic Item Generation:
Item Feature Exploration and Calibration Model Selection
Yu Bai
One of the most significant challenges for test developers is the creation and production of
effective test items. Automatic Item Generation (AIG) presents a highly-efficient approach
to developing items at a relatively low cost. Research is conducted on the AIG system to
explore item characteristics (or features) that impact item parameters, and to develop the
appropriate calibration models for the items generated. Current research has focused on
developing the AIG system within a framework of Item Response Theory. However, there
may be additional benefits to developing an AIG system based on Cognitive Diagnostic
Models (CDM), since both AIG and CDM development start with developing cognitive
models. It remains to be seen, however, to what extent the cognitive model of CDMs (Q-
matrix) may be helpful to the AIG system.
This research aims to assess the feasibility of adopting Q-matrix for content-related fea-
tures to predict the item parameters through an empirical study (study 1). In addition,
four calibration models were proposed and evaluated in a simulation study with conditions
representing possible types of variations due to the CDM-based AIG process (study 2). Over-
all, the results of study 1 showcased the impact of the Q-matrix on item parameters that
Q-matrix either alone or together with universal features explained a good amount of the
variations in item parameters, especially in parameter g. The results of study 2 were promis-
ing, suggesting that the calibration models provided unbiased estimations of the person and
item parameters.
This research explores potential issues that may be encountered by the CDM-based AIG
and provides evidence of the advantages of building an AIG within the CDM framework.
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1.1 A Context for Automatic Item Generation
The creation and production of effective test questions that are designed to measure
important content at an appropriate cognitive level is one of the greatest challenges for
test developers (Downing, 2006). Traditional test development is a time-consuming manual
process that includes determining the item format, training item writers or subject-matter
experts, conducting a pilot study on the new items, and doing an item parameters post-check.
As a result, each item is isolated and treated individually: written, reviewed, revised, edited,
entered into a computer, and calibrated (Drasgow, Luecht, & Bennett, 2006). Researchers
have claimed that the cost of developing a single item for a high-stakes examination can
range from $1,500 to $2,000 (Rudner, 2009).
Drasgow et al. (2006) envisioned the twenty-first-century testing program as an integrated
system of systems, rather than as separated and labor-heavy work. The need for a “labor-
light” test development system is particularly urgent in the era of computer-based testing,
due to the growing need for large numbers of items. Randy Bennet predicted almost two
decades ago (2001) that no topic would become more central to innovation and the future
practice of educational assessment than computers and the internet. This has proven to
be accurate. To date, an increasing number of well-known educational assessments and
certification/licensure examinations, which were once given in a paper-and-pencil format,
are now administered by computer using the internet (Gierl & Lai, 2012), for example the
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Graduate Record Exam (GRE), Graduate Management Achievement Test (GMAT), the Test
of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL iBT), and the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants Uniform CPA examination (CBT-e). To account for the fact that items
are continuously administered and therefore exposed, a larger number of items are needed
to develop a sufficient and diverse item bank. At the same time, researchers also concern
about psychometric properties of the items traditionally created. Gierl and Haladyna (2013)
stated that:
Because the items are individually authored by different content experts, the
psychometric characteristics of the items are often unpredictable because the
cognitive item structure is not carefully documented and the content and auxil-
iary features that could affect item difficulty are not monitored during develop-
ment.(Gierl & Haladyna, 2013, p.7)
To cater to the need for psychometrically controllable items and the large quantity of
them, Luecht brought up the idea of “Assessment Engineering” (AE) for item development
(Luecht, 2006a, 2006b, 2007, 2011). AE is a new way to approach the entire process of
designing and developing tests, items, and score scales. It begins with defining the cognitive
construct by using an empirically derived construct map and cognitive-based evidence model.
Then, replicable assessment resources are created by a task model. Finally, a statistical model
is used for the examinees’ response data to produce scores that are validly interpretable and
reliable (Gierl & Haladyna, 2013). The examinees’ response data were collected from the
template-generated test items. In addition to AE, some other new approaches to item
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development under the guidance of “Science of Educational Assessment” (Drasgow et al.,
2006) also emerged, for example, the cognitive design system (Embretson, 1998) and the
evidence-centered design (Mislevy, Haertel, Riconscente, Rutstein, & Ziker, 2017).
In addition to development in computer-based assessment and item development, the
accumulating research in Cognitive Diagnostic Assessment (CDA) also allows item develop-
ment to be a systematic and top-down process. Unlike traditional assessments, the CDAs
are designed from their inception to be diagnostic. The differences between traditional as-
sessments and CDA are shown in Table 1.1 (de la Torre, 2016).
Table 1.1: Comparison of Assessment Types.
Traditional Assessments CDA
Target of inference Single ability Multiple attributes
Type Continuous Discrete
Characteristics Broad abilities Finer-grained
Student model variables Latent trait Latent classes
Purpose Rank examinees Classify examinees
Psychometric model IRT or CTT CDMs
The CDA has three main components in its assessment triangle: cognition, observation,
and interpretation (de la Torre & Minchen, 2014). The relationship between the corners
of the triangle are dynamic and iterative. The cognition component contains the theory of
learning that specifies how knowledge and competency are obtained and displayed. Usually
the cognition component is realized by the domain analysis, which is the first step in the CDA
building process. The cognition component also contains the step of identifying what will be
measured: the attributes (de la Torre & Minchen, 2014). The attributes should “reflect the
most scientifically credible understanding of typical ways in which learners represent knowl-
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edge and develop expertise in a domain” (Pellegrino, Chudowsky, & Glaser, 2001, p.45). The
observation component distinguishes different types of tasks that display knowledge speci-
fied under the cognition component. The interpretation component translates responses into
useful information. Statistical models are part of the interpretation component. Cognitive
Diagnostic Models (CDMs) promise an explanation of why an individual is not performing
well based on those skills that have not been mastered. Meanwhile the traditional psy-
chometric models (Item Response Theory, IRT and Classical Test Theory, CTT) provide
a continuous measure of ability and, therefore, only provide a rank ordering of examinees
(Henson, Templin, & Willse, 2009). Although the traditional psychometric models can also
provide diagnostic information through techniques like item mapping or retrofitting, the
attempts were always sub-optimal due to the lack of clear domain identification.
Changes in computerized testing, test design, and diagnostic testing directly affect the
principle that guides the design and development of test items (Gierl & Haladyna, 2013),
and, therefore, serve as a context for Automatic Item Generation (AIG) to emerge.
1.2 Overview of AIG
AIG presents a highly-efficient approach to developing multiple-choice items at relatively
low cost (Gierl, Lai, & Turner, 2012). AIG adopts a three-stage procedure to create and
calibrate multiple-choice items (Gierl & Haladyna, 2013). In the first stage, content that will
be included in the examination is identified by specialists/content-experts. The knowledge,
skills, and content required are structured into a framework called the “cognitive model” in
4
AIG that highlights and helps organize the cognitive- and content-specific information into
a coherent whole (Gierl et al., 2012). The cognitive model structure is usually developed in
an inductive manner using a verbal reporting method: content experts review the existing
multiple-choice items in groups and verbally articulate the knowledge, skills, and content they
would draw upon to generate the correct solutions (Gierl et al., 2012). Figure 1.1 provides
an example of the cognitive model used by Gierl et al. (2012) to generate postoperative fever
test items. In this example, the cognitive model consists of different scenarios related to
the diagnosis of postoperative fever, various sources of information required to diagnose the
scenario, and features within each information source as they verbalize their solution to the
item (Gierl et al., 2012).
5
Figure 1.1: The Cognitive Model Structure Used to Generate Postoperative
Fever Test Items. Reprinted with permission from Using Automatic Item Gen-
eration to Create Multiple-choice Test Items, by Mark J. Gierl, Hollis Lai,
and Simon R. Turner, August 1, 2012, retrieved from https://clio.columbia.edu.
Copyright 2012 by Wiley-Blackwell.
The starting stage of the AIG process is relatively similar to the starting stage of the AE
system (Luecht, 2006a, 2006b, 2007, 2011) ,which both begin with defining the construct of
interest using empirically derived cognitive models of task performance.
The second stage of AIG is to create item models (or templates) that highlight the features
or elements in the task that can be manipulated. “Item model” refers to a prototypical
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representation of a test item that guides the generation process (Gierl et al., 2012). An item
model includes the stem, the elements, and the options. Figure 1.2 demonstrates how each
part looks in a medical context.
Figure 1.2: An Item Model for Generating Postoperative Fever Test Items.
Reprinted with permission from Using Automatic Item Generation to Create
Multiple-choice Test Items, by Mark J. Gierl, Hollis Lai, and Simon R. Turner,
August 1, 2012, retrieved from https://clio.columbia.edu. Copyright 2012 by
Wiley-Blackwell.
The stem specifies the context and content of each item that examinees are required to
answer (Gierl et al., 2012), which highlights the sources of information that will be manipu-
lated for item generation, as well as the location of those sources in the model itself (Gierl et
al., 2012). The elements in the item model are variables that will be manipulated to generate
items. The options are the components of the model that specify the correct alternative,
and one or more incorrect alternatives (also called “distractors”; Gierl et al. 2012).
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The final stage of the AIG process is to produce new items by assembling all permissible
combinations of the elements, subject to their constraints with the aid of software (Gierl &
Haladyna, 2013). Gierl et al. (2012) created a Java-based program dedicated to this purpose
called “Item GeneratOR” or “IGOR”. Usually, this stage is completed backstage by software
engineers and then proofread, if necessary, by psychometricians. Table 1.2 provides a random
sample of four generated items using the cognitive model shown in Figure 1.1 and the item
model shown in Figure 1.2.
Table 1.2: A Set of Multiple-choice Items Generated for Measuring Diagnoses
of Complications Related to Postoperative Fever. Reprinted with permission
from Using Automatic Item Generation to Create Multiple-choice Test Items,
by Mark J. Gierl, Hollis Lai, and Simon R. Turner, August 1, 2012, retrieved
from https://clio.columbia.edu. Copyright 2012 by Wiley-Blackwell.
Questions
1 A 34-year-old woman has an appendectomy. On postoperative day 6 she has a temperature of 38.5 °C.
Physical examination reveals tenderness in the abdominal region with guarding and rebound.
Which one of the following is the best next step?
(a) Mobilise
(b) Antibiotics
(c) Reopen the wound
(d) Percutaneous drainage*
2 A 46-year-old man is admitted to hospital for an appendectomy. On postoperative day 4 he has a temperature of 38.5 °C.
Physical examination reveals tenderness in the abdominal region with guarding and rebound.
Which one of the following is the best next step?
(a) Mobilise
(b) Anticoagulation
(c) Reopen the wound
(d) Percutaneous drainage*
3 A 54-year-old woman has a laparoscopic cholecystectomy. On postoperative day 3 she has a temperature of 38.5 °C.
Physical examination reveals a red and tender wound and calf tenderness.




(d) Reopen the wound
4 A 62-year-old man is admitted to hospital for a laparoscopic cholecystectomy. On postoperative day 1 he has a temperature of 38.5 °C.
Physical examination reveals no other findings.
Which one of the following is the best next step?
(a) Mobilise*
(b) Antibiotics
(c) Reopen the wound
(d) Percutaneous drainage
Compared to the AE framework, although AIG does not include building a statistical
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calibration model as a compulsory stage, it is still a necessary step. The common practice
is to pre-test the new items on a small sample of examinees before putting them into mass
administration. However, Gierl and Haladyna (2013) stated that if the elements that affect
item parameters can be identified and controlled in the item generation stage, then the
generated items do not need separate calibration because statistical models can be used to
estimate their psychometric characteristics without the need for item pre-testing.
In summary, the process of AIG can be demonstrated in Figure 1.3. The item generation
process starts with the content-related top-down structure, and the structure is further
specified by an item prototype and constraints. The process ends with an appropriate
calibration model.
Figure 1.3: Flow Chart of the Automatic Item Generation Process.
1.3 Issues with Current AIG
As AIG serves as a solution to item proliferating while avoiding item pre-testing, research
in the field addresses some issues on both the theoretical foundation and practical application
of AIG.
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1.3.1 The Role of Cognitive Models in AIG
The first stage of AIG is to establish a cognitive model of the items. The cognitive model
plays a leading role in item generation, because it provides an interpretative framework that
can guide item development (Gierl & Haladyna, 2013). Tests that are developed based on a
cognitive model directly measure specific types of content and cognitive complexity, thereby
allowing examinees’ test item performance to be linked to their strengths and weaknesses
(Gierl & Haladyna, 2013). However, it should be note that a cognitive model that can be
used should be a simplified description of human problem-solving on standardized tasks at
some convenient grain size or level of details (Gierl & Haladyna, 2013). Gierl, Alves, Roberts,
and Gotzmann (2009) further stated that there were four defining characteristics required
for the cognitive models to be used to guide item development, so that these test items can
measure specific content with a specific cognitive demand:
First, the model contains content specified at a fine grain size because it
magnifies the construct that underlies test performance. Second, the knowledge
and skills must be measurable, meaning that knowledge and skills in the model
must be specified in a way that will permit a test developer to create an item
to measure some specific knowledge or skills. Third, the knowledge and skills
must be instructionally relevant and meaningful to a broad group of educational
stakeholders, including the students, parents, and teachers. Fourth, a cognitive
model will often reflect a hierarchy of ordered tasks within a domain because
cognitive processes share dependencies and function within a network of interre-
lated knowledge and skills and the complex application of knowledge and skills
that represent an ability.(Gierl et al., 2009, p.5)
It is obvious that establishing a cognitive model that conforms to the four requirements
above should be a collaborative work between content experts, psychometricians, and educa-
tional stakeholders. The difficulty of assembling all necessary members significantly increases
10
the difficulty of implementing AIG.
However, it is sometimes overlooked that cognitive models established in the CDA re-
search were not fully utilized in the AIG field. The first component of CDA is cognition,
in which the purpose of the assessment, the target of inference, and the interpretation are
specified before the items are created. Through domain analysis, the attributes that will be
measured are identified based on the research and experience of experts. It also reflects the
scientific theory of learning and representation of knowledge. The nature of the attributes
are also determined, such as the number, type, and grain size. The domain analysis in CDA
is an iterative process, and the resulting attributes identified consist of a cognitive model
that is compatible and extremely valuable to the AIG process. However, because of the
problems that will be addressed next, the fields of CDA and AIG do not communicate well
with each other. Therefore, the valuable cognitive models identified and utilized in the CDA
studies did not shed light on the AIG studies.
1.3.2 The Demand for AIG in Formative/Multidimensional As-
sessments
Most of the empirical or theoretical work currently under AE/AIG was conducted under
the IRT framework, where the results of the assessments are uni-dimensional and provide
minimal diagnostic information for examinees. Since the recent interests in the assessment
field have been rapidly shifting from decision-maker-centered assessments to learner-centered
assessments (Choi, Kim, & Pak, 2018), the demand for AIG in formative assessments is
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growing. Luecht (2011) referred to the need for multidimensional tests in AE as “assessment
design and development version 2.0,” and he predicted that the greatest potential for AE
may lie in formative and diagnostic assessment. The unique contribution of AIG in formative
assessments is two-fold. First, considering the diverse and complex nature of test feedback,
it is naturally more difficult to construct a formative test than a summative test. Luckily,
the high-efficiency in item proliferation is where AIG comes into play. Second, since the first
stage of both CDA and AIG is to build a cognitive model, AIG in formative assessments could
utilize cognitive models already built that will lower the difficulty level of the implementation.
In addition to the theoretical contributions, a recent empirical study that administrated AIG
items in a formative fashion (provided feedback after each item answered) also showed highly
promising results that were beneficial for both students and teachers (Choi et al., 2018). In
the study, 45.6 % of students thought that the iterative practice using clone items given by
AIG was most helpful and that AIG-based functions (e.g., online practice, adaptive diagnosis,
and instant feedback) were well received by students and teachers (Choi et al., 2018).
1.3.3 Efforts in Predicting Item Parameters
AIG is believed to standardize test-item design in two essential ways (Leighton, 2012).
The first way is to make the process efficient by using computer algorithms instead of human
writers to produce items; the second way is to identify the features of an item that contribute
to the item’s difficulty, discrimination, and construct relevance (Leighton, 2012). While
some researchers regarded the item parameter variation within a family as random noise,
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others believed that the variation might be systematic and the systematic variation occurred
when the parameters of items within the family correlated with some variables (Lathrop &
Cheng, 2017). The variables could be a dimension defined by some factors or features in
the generation scheme (Lathrop & Cheng, 2017). The problem, therefore, becomes a quest
to seek the variables that are correlated with and even can predict the item parameters.
Another area of research useful to AIG is identifying construct-relevant item features that
lead to changes in item difficulty (Gorin & Embretson, 2006). This could be easily generalized
to all item parameters. Gorin and Embretson (2012) even included the component of “Model
the Relationship Between Item Characteristics and Item Parameters” into a mental model
(shown in Figure 1.4), which was one of the cognitive model types most useful to AIG
purposes.
Figure 1.4: Workflow for Top-down AIG Development. Reprinted with per-
mission from Using Cognitive Psychology to Generate Items and Predict Item
Characteristics, by Joanna S. Gorin and Susan E. Embretson, January 1, 2012,
retrieved from https://clio.columbia.edu. Copyright 2013 by Routledge.
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1.4 Motivation of the Current Research
Based on the need for AIG in the formative assessment setting, the primary purpose
of this dissertation is to explore solutions for the problems that might be encountered by
an AIG framework compatible in the formative assessment context, specifically CDA. The
advantages of developing AIG under the CDA framework reveals the following aspects:
1. Unlike AIG under a summative assessment framework, the cognitive models (Q-
matrix) in CDM were pre-specified by content experts and psychometricians. Therefore, the
AIG development process can be operated smoothly without extra work;
2. The Q-matrix itself developed in CDMs provides rich information about the item
development, which can be utilized in both guiding item model development and item feature
exploration;
3. The CDM-based AIG will allow the test to provide diagnostic information automati-
cally, which is difficult to achieve in large scale and extremely desirable in practice.
Specifically, this dissertation focused mostly on the first stage and the last stage of AIG
in order to 1) make use of the cognitive model that existed in the CDM to serve as content-
related features to predict item parameters; 2) to model the effect of content-related features
and their interactions with universal features on item parameters; and 3) incorporate the
relationship between item features and item parameters into a calibration model and select
the most appropriate calibration model. Figure 1.5 showed the unique contributions of this
dissertation to the existing AIG process.
14
Figure 1.5: Unique Contributions of the Current Research.
Two studies were therefore developed to address two research questions in the first stage
and the last stage of a CDM-based AIG process:
Study 1 (Item feature exploration): Can Q-matrix serve as content-related features to
predict item parameters? Does it interact with other features on item parameters?
Study 2 (Calibration of AIG items using an item modeling approach): What is the calibra-
tion model with the highest parameter recovery rate for automatically generated cognitively
diagnostic items?
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
This chapter includes three components of the current literature on AIG and its connec-
tion to cognitive diagnostic analysis: a review of AIG process, a review of current progress
on the AIG important issues, and a review of CDMs and its connection to the AIG.
2.1 Automatic Item Generation Process
2.1.1 Cognitive Model
The process of AIG can be seen as a generative process, where the items are produced
based on a higher structure identified. A fully generative approach to AIG requires sufficient
knowledge about the response process, as a foundation to predict the psychometric properties
from the stimulus features (Gorin & Embretson, 2012). Regarding examinees’ response
process, a convenient tool to represent cognitive processes is a cognitive model. The first
stage of an AIG process is to create a cognitive model structure. A cognitive model refers
broadly to a collection of representational types used to describe the process and structure
of human knowledge and problem-solving (Markman, 1999). A cognitive model structure for
AIG is created by content experts in an inductive manner. The cognitive model structure
includes the key knowledge and skills examinees are required to know to solve items. For
example, in a medical context, cognitive model structure of AIG might include the scenarios,
sources of information, and features within each information source, its associated elements,
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and constraints (Gierl et al., 2012).
Specific types of cognitive models differ in terms of their representational structure, and
this makes each of them more appropriately suited to describe different cognitive process
(Gorin & Embretson, 2012). It is difficult to find a relevant cognitive model to guide item
design, and may, by necessity, have to be an iterative process (Leighton & Gierl, 2011). When
selecting a cognitive model, factors to be consider for AIG might include the domain relevance
of the cognitive model, the grain size, and the measurability of the model (Leighton, 2012).
Grain-size refers to the level of specificity at which the knowledge and skills are described
in the cognitive model, and measurability refers to whether the knowledge and skills can be
operationalized into some types of item format (Leighton, 2012).
In addition, the level of generativity of AIG can also vary. Bejar (2002) argued that the
lowest level of generativity is functional level, where the emphasis is in the generation but
without explicit consideration of the construct under measurement or detailed modeling of
responses. At this level, we have no prediction nor control over the psychometric properties
the produced items will have. A higher level of generativity is model-based, where the
generation of items is guided by models of performance. For example, a cognitive analysis
relevant to the domain under consideration (Bejar, 2002). At this level, we might be able to
vaguely predict the psychometric properties, but we are not able to alter them. A third level
of generativity is called grammatical. At this level, the item generation and psychometric
modeling are completely inter-wined in such a way that it is possible to not only generate
items but also “parse” any item to characterize its psychometric properties (Bejar, 2002).
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A linguistics grammar allows generation of sentence and parsing of sentences in the same
fashion. Researchers would hope that the AIG process can all be done on the third level of
generativity to avoid pre-tests. However, due to the complexity in both cognitive analysis
and identifying the “grammar” among items, it is not feasible to implement in practice.
2.1.2 Item Model
In the second stage, the content of the cognitive structure will be used to create item
models (also called “item shells” (Haladyna & Shindoll, 1989), “schema” (Singley & Bennett,
2002), “blueprint” (Embretson, 2002), or “template” (Mislevy et al., 2017)). An item model
can be seen as a prototype of all items generated by it. It contains stem, features (also
called “elements”; Gierl and Lai 2012), and options. Stem is the part of the item model that
includes the context, content and/or the question examinees are required to answer (Gierl &
Lai, 2012). By manipulating combinations of features, which will be later inserted into the
stem with restrictions to their constraints, number of items can be created. An item model
also has the element of options that are the correct answers and incorrect answers (also
called “distractors”). An item model needs some degrees of flexibility, because excessively
constraining item models can be counterproductive if the generated items are essentially
identical to each other (Bejar, 2002). In the third stage of the AIG, software is used to
systematically assemble all permissible combinations of features to generate items. Items
created by the same item model constitute an item family (Gierl & Lai, 2012; Irvine &
Kyllonen, 2013). Each item in an item family is called “instance” (Gierl & Lai, 2012) or “item
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clones” (Glas & van Der Linden, 2003). If they possess the same psychometric properties,
then they might be called “isomorphs”, otherwise they might be called “variants” (Lathrop
& Cheng, 2017).
Following different levels of generativity of the AIG process, the development of item
model may take two approaches (Gierl & Lai, 2012). The first approach follows “strong
theory” that it begins with using a cognitive theory of task performance to construct item
model. This approach to some extent guarantees the predictability of the generated items.
On the other hand, an item model can also be constructed based on “weak theory” that the
item model development begins with reviewing items from previously administered exams
or drawing on an inventory of existing test items in an attempt to identify an underlying
structure (Gierl & Lai, 2012).
2.1.3 Calibration Model
Traditional item writing approach requires each item to be individually hand-crafted
(written, reviewed, revised, edited, entered into a computer, and calibrated) (Drasgow &
Mattern, 2006). Different from this approach, AIG created items “in bulk” and naturally
created a hierarchical structure among items (shown in Figure 2.6). Each item is the base
level (level 1) and each item family is a higher level (level 2). The manipulations of the
item can be done on an item family level, instead of the item level. Therefore traditional
calibration models may not be appropriate to work with AIG items. The detailed calibration
statistical models are discussed in the “AIG Item Calibration” section.
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Figure 2.6: Hierarchical Item Structure of the AIG.
One way of categorizing an AIG process is to see whether it aims at holding items’ psy-
chometric properties constant within an item family. When an AIG process aims to produce
items within each item family to have the same psychometric properties (“isomorphs”), this
AIG process is called “item-cloning” (Lathrop & Cheng, 2017). This is particularly useful
to produce massive amount of parallel items, for example in licensing exam context. Mean-
while, an AIG process can also aim at generating items that are different from each other,
especially in a systematic fashion. The generated items provide a full spectrum of properties
and are especially useful in scenarios like placement tests.
2.2 Current Development on Important AIG Issues
2.2.1 Item Features Identification and Manipulation
One goal of AIG is to standardize test-item design in the measurement of academic
achievement (Leighton, 2012). Bejar (2002) suggested that a computerized logical structure
was useful not only to assemble items, but also to identify construct-relevant features that
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made items cognitively demanding for examinees. The ultimate benefits are to bring sys-
tematic order to item design. In this section, questions about what are the features, how to
detect them, and how do features work are discussed.
2.2.1.1 What characteristics are usually considered as item features?
For people to understand the “grammar” among items and later gain control over the
psychometric properties of items generated, researchers have pointed out the importance
of item features. It was crucial to identify both features that can be altered to predict
item difficulties, and features that will not affect item difficulties (Dennis, Handley, Bradon,
Evans, & Newstead, 2002). Depending on whether it will alter the psychometric properties
of an item or not, an item feature can be categorized into radical parts and incidental parts.
Irvine (2013) articulated that:
Radicals are defined as those theoretically consonant structural elements of items,
which, as quasi independent variables, will cause statistically significant changes
in item difficulties measured by error rate and/or time to completion. These
can be distinguished from incidentals, those surface characteristics of items that
preserve serial independence but, when allowed to vary randomly within item
strata, exert no significant influence on item difficulty.(Irvine, 2013, p.7)
Simply put, incidental parts (also known as “non-controlling features”; Bejar 2002), are the
surface features of an item that do not alter psychometric properties (Gierl & Lai, 2012).
while radical parts (also known as “controlling features”; Bejar 2002), are deep features
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that alter item psychometric properties, and may even affect test characteristics, such as
dimensionality (Gierl & Lai, 2012). One limitation of this categorization is that it did not
provide explanations towards why radical exerted statistically significant changes in item
difficulties while incidental did not (Leighton, 2012). One possible hypothesis is that the
difference between the two parts comes from the source or the content of the item features.
Therefore, another categorization of the features is: content-dependent features and universal
(content-free) features.
Content-dependent features
Intuitively, item features are usually directly related with the content/task being mea-
sured. These features are closely related with the subject-mater knowledge and skill mastery.
For example, in the Directions and Distances test, researchers identified the controlling fea-
tures of: route, how turns are specified (turns right/ turns left vs. compass direction), use
of cardinal versus semi-cardinal compass points, and question asked (“what direction?” vs.
“how far?”). The non-controlling features identified were: scenario, re-scaling of distance,
and start direction (Dennis et al., 2002). In a study of grade 6 mathematics, the features
identified were directly related to the scenarios of the problem, like customers’ payments and
the size of the lawn (Gierl et al., 2012).
Most of the item features identified in previous studies fell into this category, content-
dependent features. These features are useful in a sense that this is usually the information
that school officials are interested in knowing for accountability purposes (Leighton, 2012).
Universal features
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In addition to features that are unique to each test, and therefore, are not generally trans-
ferable to another test development processes, researchers also identified features that are to
some extent context-free and might serve as essential references for other test development
processes.
One main source of features in this category is the linguistic surface structure of the
question stem and options. In the Literacy and Numeracy test, Dennis et al. (2002) iden-
tified word frequency and word length as potential controlling features. Embretson (1999)
identified item length and grammatical syntax as essential features. Embretson and Wetzel
(1987) studied the construct representation of the paragraph comprehension items on the
Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) and identified the linguistic surface
structure features of: 1) number of words; 2) Flesch’s reading grade level (Flesch, 1948);
3) percent of content words including non-auxiliary verbs, nouns, adverbs, and adjectives;
4) sentence length; and 5) percent of new content words in the question stem and options.
Newstead, Handley, and Evans (2002) indicated that the manipulation of specific task fea-
tures, including use of negation, marked adjectives, and level of abstractness of the content,
influenced participants’ task performances. Specifically, when negation was used in the
context of a problem-solving task, it increased the time required for individuals to process
the tasks and the percentage of correct response. Usage of marked adjective, for example
“shorter”, also increased the time required and lowered the percentage of correct responses.
Abstract content also increased the task difficulty while the thematic content decreased the
task difficulty (Newstead et al., 2002).
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Another main category of features in this category is cognitively based features. Cogni-
tively based features have tended to focus on what were traditionally viewed as ability, such
as processing capacity or speed rather than knowledge or skills (Irvine, 2013). For example,
Leighton and Gokiert (2008) identified features that were expected to pose information-
processing difficulties for examinees when they responded to the items. These features
included items’ structural formats (e.g., poor graphics), word and phrases (e.g., unfamiliar
and non-construct related words), and background context (e.g., poorly written background
stories). Leighton and Gokiert (2008) found that item-ambiguity were positively related to
item-misinterpretation when controlling for item-difficulty. This indicated that examinees
were prone to misinterpret items with ambiguity features (Leighton & Gokiert, 2008). In
addition, research found that figural tasks and categorical syllogisms were the features that
mainly influenced working memory (Kyllonen & Christal, 1990).
2.2.1.2 Common item feature detection techniques
Theoretically, once the features were identified, it is simply necessary to identify a com-
bination of controlling features that produce the desired level of difficulty (Dennis et al.,
2002). However, this process can be iterative as well as empirical because the psychometric
attributes of an item cannot be anticipated with certainty in general (Bejar, 2002). Findings
from studies of Item Difficulty Modeling (IDM) have provided empirical examinations of
the cognitive sources of items’ statistical parameters (Bejar, 2002). Researchers also pro-
posed the possible sources of errors in predicting item difficulty: 1) errors in estimating
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model parameters; 2) terms omitted from models (e.g., interactions); 3) features treated as
non-controlling that do have some impact on item difficulty (Dennis et al., 2002). Common
practice in identifying and validating the influential item features are discussed below.
Experience and experimentation
Some researchers took feature identification as an empirical matter, to which cognitive
theory, intuition, and existing empirical work may provide useful clues (Dennis et al., 2002).
For item features that are identified, discovering their effects is a matter of appropriate
experimental design (Dennis et al., 2002). Gorin (2011) articulated the value of cognitive
models for guiding the type of systematic hypothesis testing of item features:
Item Difficulty Modeling (IDM) is nothing more than good experimental design.
As with IDM approaches to item and test development, one designs experimental
stimuli by carefully controlling all possible variables in theoretically prescribed
ways. Differences in response patterns and probabilities can then be interpreted
in terms of the stimulus design. In earnest, the difference between IDM studies
and traditional cognitive psychology experiments is a reflection of the disciplinary
differences in theoretical and practical focus. (Gorin, 2011, pp.18-19)
Leighton (2012) further elaborated on the level of sophistication required for investigating
different types of item features. Leighton (2012) took the item feature “negation” as an
example and articulated that:
For example, examinee performance on item Y with a negation in a sentence
must be compared to examinee performance on the exact item Y (controlling
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all other variables) without the negation in the sentence. Examinees must be
randomly assigned to each level of item Y. If item Y with the negation leads
to greater processing times for examinees and a lower percentage of correct re-
sponses relative to item Y without the negation, the resulting inference of what
made the item difficult is stronger - the presence of the negation is causally
responsible for the increase in difficulty.(Leighton, 2012, p.127)
She emphasized that this level of experimental rigor was needed to accomplish research
in IDM in order to confidently fill slots in AIG template about item features, radical and
incidental (Leighton, 2012). This line of research requires random assignment of examinees
to different versions of equivalent tests. As a result, it is difficult to implement in practice.
One example of the research was the development of the Directions and Distances test
(Dennis et al., 2002). The Direction and Distances test was developed on behalf of the
Royal Navy to replace their test SP80A. The total features identified included route, how
turns are specified (turns right/turns left vs. compass direction), use of cardinal (N, S, E, W)
versus semi-cardinal (NW, NE, SE, SW) compass points, question asked (“What direction?”
versus “How far?”), scenarios, re-scaling of distances, and start direction. To establish the
status of each features as controlling or non-controlling and to develop a model to predict
item difficulty from those features, researchers designed an experimentation with a carefully
designed sample of items (Dennis et al., 2002). Dennis et al. (2002) first fitted a regression
model on the response of each items on previous SP80A test with different features. Then,
they predicted the performance of these items on the Directions and Distances test based
on the item-difficulty regression model just built. Results showed a great fit of the model
for predicting the difficulty of controlling features, R2= 0.78. It should be noted that the
experiment technically did not reach the rigor level that Leighton (2012) indicated.
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Regression
As Leighton (2012) indicated, the efforts to trace effects of radical item features were
largely ad-hoc. The method of building regression models on the historical item parameters
with individual identified feature or combination of them was adopted by many researchers
and showed insightful results. Gorin (2011) administrated a 33-item sentence-recall task on
151 students and regressed the nine features identified on the item difficulties. The best
fitting model showed an adjusted R2 of 0.56 and three significant features: number of words,
use of a relative clause, and complex tense structure with a subordinate or “if” clause. In
another analysis, Gorin (2011) regressed the nine item features on the effect sizes. The
best-fitting model showed an adjusted R2 of 0.33 and four significant features: number of
words, relative clauses, complex structure, and conditional clauses (Gorin, 2011). Dennis
et al. (2002) fitted different regression models of seven identified features on historical item
difficulties of the Directions and Distances test and the Literacy and Numeracy test. In
these models, only the main effects of item features were included. Results showed that the
fit of the model for predicting the item difficulties of Parade Ground items and God’s Eye
View items were 0.78 (R2adj = 0.78). The fit of the model for predicting item difficulties of
the Literacy and Numeracy test items were 0.73 (R2adj = 0.73). A following cross-validation
study showed a correlation score of 0.72 between predicted item difficulties and observed
item difficulties of 17 items from the Direction and Distances test on 120 Royal Navy officers
and Aircrew members (Dennis et al., 2002). It demonstrated a great predicting power. In
the development of Abstract Reasoning items, Embretson (1999) regressed several cognitive
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model features on 36 item difficulties of Advanced Progressive Matrix (APM) Test. The
features included number of rules, abstract correspondence, perceptual overlay, perceptual
fusion, and perceptual distortion. Results demonstrated a moderately high predicting power
(R2 = 0.79) (Embretson, 1999).
One of the advantages of building regression models on item parameters is that this
step is independent to the measurement models. Therefore, the effects of the features on a
specific parameter (e.g., item difficulty) from different measurement models could be com-
pared (Embretson, 1999). However, the disadvantage of taking this approach is that item
parameter estimations themselves are products of measurement models (e.g., IRT models)
and therefore could be problematic if taken as a ground truth. This mentioned disadvantage
leads to the next technique that could help relieve it.
Fitting explanatory models
Another approach to examine the effect of identified features is to fit explanatory mea-
surement models, which estimating the effects of the features and item parameters at the
same time. One example would be the Linear Logistic Test Model (LLTM) (Fischer, 1995).
It incorporated the effect of features on item difficulties (β) to the Rasch model. In addition
to LLTM, 2PL-Constrained model (Embretson, 1999) incorporated the effect of features on
both item difficulties and item discrimination parameters (α) to 2-Parameter Logistic model
(2-PL). Lathrop and Cheng (2017) later developed four explanatory models compatible with
AIG items under IRT framework. However, explanatory models might not be readily avail-
able under all circumstances. All the mentioned models were developed in the context of IRT
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framework. Explanatory cognitive diagnostic models that are compatible with AIG process
are not yet available.
In terms of predicting power, Embretson and Wetzel (1987) evaluated nine LLTM models
with different features on item difficulties of a latent trait scale. Results showed that number
of words, Flesch reading grade level and word frequency provided significant predictions.
However, number of words only accounted for 1% of the information that could be modeled.
Similarly, the Flesch reading grade level accounted for 2%, and word frequency accounted
for 3% (Embretson, 1999).
2.2.2 AIG Item Calibration
An important question to ask before jumping into the review of calibration models is:
why do we need a new calibration model for AIG items? The answer lies in the special
hierarchical structure of AIG items. Items within one item family is believed to be more
“similar” to each other. However, the aspect and level of similarity remain uncertain. Usually
the similarity manifest as a smaller variation of items on one or more item parameters within
one item family than items of different item families. The following section discuss how to
account for the within- and between- family variations.
2.2.2.1 Item-modeling approach
Based on current literature, item calibration before usage is still needed for AIG items,
due to the fact that some degrees of within-family variability on item parameters will always
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remain. Item psychometric properties are usually obtained by pilot study, in which the new
items are administered with a small sample of examines or incorporated into operational
tests but excluded from scoring.
With the assumption about a continuous uni-dimensional underlying ability of exami-
nees, usually we adopt the following IRT models to capture the relationship between person
parameter θ and actual responses. In the models, conditional independence between items
is assumed, inferring all items is independent with each other given a examinee’ ability.
The dichotomous response is denoted as Yi, with subscript i = 1, 2, ..., N for persons. Let
βj denote the item difficulty, αj denote the item discrimination, cj denote the item lower
asymptote, and θi denote the person parameter. The respective item response functions of
each model are (Hambleton & Swaminathan, 2013):
Rasch model:
P (Yij = 1|θi, βj) =
exp(θi − βj)
1 + exp(θi − βj)
(2.1)
2-Parameter Logistic model (2-PL):
P (Yij = 1|θi, βj, αj) =
exp[αj(θi − βj)]
1 + exp[αj(θi − βj)]
(2.2)
3-Parameter Logistic model (3-PL):
P (Yij = 1|θi, βj, αj, cj) = cj + (1− cj)
exp[αj(θi − βj)]
1 + exp[αj(θi − βj)]
(2.3)
While these models work well with traditional hand-craft items, these models might not
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be the most appropriate or sufficient way of calibrating AIG items. This is due to the inher-
ited hierarchical structure of item parameters among AIG items. To address the hierarchical
structure of items and account for the covariance among items within/between families, sev-
eral modeling approaches have been proposed (Glas & van Der Linden, 2003; Johnson & Sin-
haray, 2005; Sinharay, Johnson, & Williamson, 2003). Hierarchical item structure does not
only exist in AIG items, research on repeated tests (Albers, Does, Imbos, & Janssen, 1989),
items measuring multiple criterion (Janssen, Tuerlinckx, Meulders, & De Boeck, 2000), and
testlets (Bradlow, Wainer, & Wang, 1999; Wainer, Bradlow, & Du, 2000) developed several
models that are useful to the calibration of the AIG items.
2.2.2.2 AIG calibration models selection
An additional layer of item family is introduced to calibration models for the AIG items.
Depending on how the variability within an item family is accounted, models can be divided
into three categories: fixed models, random models, and explanatory models. In fixed mod-
els, the variability of item parameters within an item family is ignored and all items within
a family is isomorphic (psychometrically equivalent). Meanwhile, random models treat the
difference between item parameters within a family as random, usually normally distributed
noise. Explanatory models treat the difference between item parameters within an item fam-
ily as a systematic variation that can be explained fully or partially by observable features.
These are some of the models developed.
Fixed models:
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2-parameter-fixed model (2P-F; Lathrop and Cheng 2017)
Let Ypt(i) denotes dichotomously scored response, p = 1, 2, ..., N denote persons, t =
1, 2, ..., T denote item families, and t(i) = 1, 2, ..., It denote item clones within family t, µt
denotes the difficulty of every clone within family t, αt denotes the discrimination, and θp
denotes examinee p’s ability.
P (Ypt(j) = 1|θp, µt, αt) =
exp[αt(θp − µt)]
1 + exp[αt(θp − µt)]
(2.4)
Note: 2P-F model completely pools information from item clones within a family by
taking all item difficulties within an item family to be equal.
3-PL identical siblings model (ISM; Hombo and Dresher 2001)
Let Pj(θi) denote the probability of a correct response by examinee i on item j, I(j)
denote the item family from which Item j is generated. βI(j) denote the difficulty, and αI(j)
denote the discrimination.
Pj(θi) = cI(j) + (1− cI(j))
exp[αI(j)(θi − βI(j))]
1 + exp[αI(j)(θi − βI(j))]
(2.5)
Note: ISM assumes the same item response function for all items in the same family.
Random models:
2-parameter-random model (2P-R; Lathrop and Cheng 2017)
Let Ypt(i) denotes dichotomously scored response, p = 1, 2, ..., N denote persons, t =
1, 2, ..., T denote item families, and t(i) = 1, 2, ..., It denote item clones within family t, βI(j)
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denote the item difficulty of item j within family t, µt denotes the mean of βI(j), and σt
denotes the standard deviation of βI(j),
P (Ypt(j) = 1|θp, αt, βt(j)) =
exp[αt(θi − βt(j))]
1 + exp[αt(θi − βt(j))]
βt(j) ∼ N (µt, σ2t )
(2.6)
Note: In 2P-R, the item difficulty of items in family t, βt(j), varies with a mean of µt and
variance of σ2t . The discrimination (αt) is treated identical among items in family t. 2P-R
treats the differences between item clones within a family as random, normally distributed
noise (Lathrop & Cheng, 2017).
Hierarchical IRT model (Janssen et al., 2000)
Let v = 1, 2, ..., V denote persons, k = 1, 2, ..., K denote groups (family), and i = 1, 2, ..., I
denote items. The probability that a person v answers item i of group k correctly is
Pr(Xvik = 1). Φ(.) denotes the cumulative standard normal distribution, αik denote the
item discrimination parameters, βik denote the item difficulty parameters, and θv denote the
person ability parameters. αik are assumed to be located around the mean ξk and variance
σ2, and βik are assumed to be located around the mean ωk and variance v2.
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Pr(Xvik = 1) = Ψ(αik(θv − βik))
αik ∼ N (ξk, σ2)
βik ∼ N (ωk, v2)
(2.7)
Note: In the above model, the item difficulty of items in group k varies with a mean of
ωk and variance of v2. The variance is identical in all families. The discrimination of items
in group k varies with a mean of ξk and variance of σ2. The variance is also identical in all
groups.
3-PL testlet model (Wainer et al., 2000)
Let i = 1, 2, ..., I denote persons, j = 1, 2, ..., J denote items, and d(j) denote testlet item
j is in. γid(j) denote random effect for person i on testlet d(j). The probability that person
i answers item j correctly is p(yij = 1),
p(yij = 1)) = cj + (1− cj)
exp[αj(θi − βj − γid(j))]
1 + exp[αj(θi − βj − γid(j))]
θi ∼ N (0, 1)
αj ∼ N (µa, σ2a)
βj ∼ N (µb, σ2b )
γid(j) ∼ N (0, σγ2d)
(2.8)
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Note: In the 3-PL testlet model, the item discrimination of each item, αj, and item
difficulty of each item, βj, varies regardless of the item family. The testlet effect is represented
by γid(j), which varies with a mean of 0 and a variance of σγ2d .
3-PL related siblings model (RSM; Glas and van Der Linden 2003; Johnson and Sinharay
2005)
Let p = 1, 2, ..., P denote item families, and items within family p are labeled ip =
1, 2, ..., Ip. The probability of success on item ip is a function of the latent trait parameter
θ as pip(θ). Parameter αip , βip and cip are respectively item discriminations, item difficulties
and item pseudo-guessing. Hyperparameters µp and Σp are the vector with the mean values
of the item parameters in family p and their covariance matrix, respectively.
pip(θ) = cip + (1− cip)
exp[αip(θ − βip)]
1 + exp[αip(θ − βip)]
Transformed item parameter vector :
ξip = (logαip , βip , logitcip)
ξip ∼ N (µp,Σp)
(2.9)
Note: In the RSM, Σp is the within-family item parameter covariance matrix. Different
than other models introduced, the item parameters αip , βip and cip are correlated and the
correct response probability conforms to a multivariate normal distribution.
Explanatory models:
2-parameter-fixed-explanatory model (2P-FX; Lathrop and Cheng 2017)
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Let t = 1, 2, ..., T denote the item families and p = 1, 2..., P denote persons. Xt(j) denote
the observable feature and λt denote the systematic variation associated with it.
P (Ypt(j) = 1|θp, µt, αt, λt, Xt(j)) =
exp[αt(θp − µt + λtXt(j))]
1 + exp[αt(θp − µt + λtXt(j))]
(2.10)
Note: In the 2P-FX model, it is assumed that all item difficulty of items within the
family t can be perfectly predicted by µt + λtXt(j).
Linear Logistic Test Model (LLTM; Fischer 1995)
Let i = 1, 2, ..., k denote items, and l = 1, 2, ..., p denote the number of “basic” parameters.
βi is the item difficulty parameter of item Ii in the Rasch model. αl is the basic parameters
of the LLTM. Parameter wil are given weights of the basic parameters αl. c is the usual
normalization constant.
P (Yi = 1|θ, βi) =
exp(θ − βi)




wilαl + c, for i = 1, ..., k,
(2.11)
Note: The core assumption of LLTM is that the differences between item parameters are
due to cognitive operations involved in (or experimental conditions effective for) one, but
not involved in (or effective for) another item (Fischer, 1995).
LLTM with error model (De Boeck, 2008) or Random effects LLTM (LLTM-R; Janssen
2010)
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Let i = 1, 2, ..., k denote items, and p = 1, 2, ..., P denote persons. βi is the item difficulty
parameter of item i in the Rasch model. Xiq is the value of item i on property q, and βq
is the weight of property q (q = 1, ..., Q) to determine the difficulty βi. Parameter εi is the
error term.
P (Ypi = 1|θp, βi) =
exp(θp − βi)





εi ∼ N (µε, σ2ε)
(2.12)
Note: In LLTM with error model (or LLTM-R), the item difficulties are explained by
βi =
∑Q
q=1 βqXiq with a normally distributed error of mean µε and variance of σ2ϵ .
2-parameter-random-explanatory model (2P-RX; Lathrop and Cheng 2017)
Let t = 1, 2, ..., T denote the item families and p = 1, 2..., P denote persons. Xt(j) denote
the observable feature and λt denote the systematic variation associated with it. Parameters
βt(i) distributes normally with a mean of µt and variance of σ2t .
P (Ypt(j) = 1|θi, µt, βt(j), λt, Xt(j)) =
exp[αt(θp − βt(j) + λtXt(j))]
1 + exp[αt(θp − βt(j) + λtXt(j)))]
βt(j) ∼ N (µt, σ2t )
(2.13)
Note: In the 2P-RX model, the observable feature Xt(j) is added to account for the
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systematic variation in the item difficulty within the family t. The item difficulty of items
in family t varies with a mean of µt + λtXt(j) and variance of σ2t .
2PL-Constrained Model (Embretson, 1999)
Let s = 1, 2, ..., S denote persons, and qik denote the score for stimulus feature k in item
i. ϕk denote the parameter for the weight of feature k in item difficulty, and τk denote the













Note: In 2PL-constrained model, the item difficulties are perfectly explained by
∑
qikϕk
and the item discrimination are are perfectly explained by
∑
qikτk.
Probit 2-PL model with consideration of item dependence (Bradlow et al., 1999)
Let yij denote the dichotomous response of examinee i to item j, tij denote the latent
score, θi denote the examinee proficiency of examinee i, αj denote item discrimination of item
j, and βj denote item difficulty of item j. ϵij denote a unit normal variate used to indicate
the randomness in response yij across hypothetical replications of item j to examinee i. γid(j)




1 if tij > 0
0 otherwise
tij = αj(θj−βj − γid(j)) + ϵij
θi ∼ N (0, 1)
αj ∼ N (µa, σ2a)
βj ∼ N (µb, σ2b )
ϵij ∼ N (0, σ2ϵ )
γid(j) ∼ N (0, σ2γ)
(2.15)
The within-person correlation structure (for given person and item pairs) is given by a


















































if d(j) = d(j′)
Note: Bradlow et al. (1999)’s model specified a person-specific testlet (family) effect,
γid(j), independent of the ability and item parameters. The within-person correlation struc-
ture indicates larger dependence for items within the same testlet compared to across testlet.
This model distinguishes from most of the introduced models for taking the dependency
among responses into considerations.
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Another approach to categorize the random models presented in (2.6)-(2.9) is by number
of parameters having random component. In the model (2.6), it has a random component
for difficulty parameter β but has a fixed parameter α. In the equation (2.7) and (2.8), both
difficulty parameter β and α have random components. The β and α are normally distributed
and independent to each other. Moreover, the corresponding variance hyperparameters
were chosen to be constant across families. In the equation (2.9), all item parameters is
random and the dependence between responses to items from the same family is captured
by the covariance matrix Σp. In the explanatory models, the variation in the psychometric
properties within each item family can be regarded as systematic and can be explained by an
observable feature Xt(j). The item difficulty parameter β in equation (2.10) is fully explained
by Xt(j), while in equation (2.13) it is partially explained by Xt(j).
A given model specification can only account for the variance it is allowed to capture
(Lathrop & Cheng, 2017). Inferences coming from that model may reflect the specification
choice (Lathrop & Cheng, 2017). The problem of model selection is both theory-driven and
empirical. Glas and van Der Linden (2003) argued that because items are randomly sampled
from families, therefore all item parameters need to be random and inter-dependent. Out
of the empirical consideration, Janssen et al. (2000) stated that keeping the variance of the
parameters fixed across families was beneficial when the number of items in each family was
too small to get a stable estimate of the variance parameter.
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2.2.2.3 AIG calibration models estimation
The hierarchical structure in the AIG calibration models require the evaluation of multi-
ple integrals to solve the estimation equations in a Marginal Maximum Likelihood Estimation
(MMLE). It is difficult and sometimes not possible to deal with. This problem can be avoided
in a Bayesian inference with Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). Studies in the AIG field
generally favor Bayesian inference with MCMC.
Bayesian inference estimates the parameters by reproducing the probability distributions
of the parameters given observed data. The probability distribution of the parameters given
the observed data, called “posterior distribution”, is proportion to the product of the prior
knowledge of the parameter, “prior distribution”, and the likelihood of the data given the
parameter, according to the Bayes theorem. In the IRT context, Bayes theorem can be
written with respect to probability density functions as:





where Y denotes all of the item response data (i.e., the correct or incorrect scores of each
examinee on each item) and Ω denotes all of the unknown parameters (i.e., the item dif-
ficulties and item discriminations). However, the posterior distribution, f(Ω|Y ), does not
always have an analytically-derived closed form. Therefore, the MCMC method is employed.
Because although the distribution cannot often be determined analytically, it becomes pos-
sible to determine characteristics of the distribution (i.e., mean and variance, that can be
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the basis for model parameter estimates) by sampling enough observations with respect to it
(Kim & Bolt, 2007). A Bayesian inference with MCMC procedure consists of the following
steps (Kim & Bolt, 2007).
1) Specification of priors. Priors allow known information about the characteristics of
items to be incorporated into the estimation process. It can also be useful in addressing
problems in estimation. When determining the priors, it is usually desirable to select priors
that are conjugate because it will return posterior distributions from the same family of the
distributions as the prior. Therefore posterior distribution will have the known function form
and thus making sampling in MCMCmore computationally efficient (Kim & Bolt, 2007). It is
also essential to control the strength of the priors by manipulating the hyperparameters, the
parameters specified for the prior distribution. To allow data to provide as much information
as possible regarding the posterior density, non-informative priors can be assigned to model
parameters by specifying a very large variance (Kim & Bolt, 2007).
2) Sampling procedure. There are several types of sampling algorithms within MCMC.
Gibbs sampling samples with respect to smaller number of parameters, often one at a time,
while Metropolis-Hasting (MH) serves as an alternative when the conditional distributions
(posterior distribution of a single model parameter conditional upon the data and all other
model parameters) are not of a known distributional form (Kim & Bolt, 2007). One of
another common sampling algorithm, Metropolis within Gibbs, is described in detail here.
Metropolis within Gibbs can be seen as a combination of the Gibbs sampling algorithm and
MH algorithm, where it sequentially samples from the full conditional distribution according
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to the Gibbs sampling algorithm, but also introduces the MH algorithm when a fully condi-
tional distribution is not a closed form or not easier to obtain. For example, under the IRT
2-PL framework, we have the parameter τ=(α, β, θ) and we do the Gibbs sampling for each
of the parameter. To step from τn−1 = (αn−1, βn−1, θn−1) to τn = (αn, βn, θn) in Markov
chain:
Step 1: Sample αn from p(α|βn−1, θn−1, Y );
Step 2: Sample βn from p(β|αn, θn−1, Y );
Step 3: Sample θn from p(θ|αn, θn, Y );
However, in each step, rather than directly sample from the full conditional distribution,
we sample a “proposal value” τ ∗ from any convenient proposal distribution qn(τi|τn−1i ), i =
1, 2, 3 and compute the “acceptance probability” α∗i (not the item discrimination parameter
α) from qn(τ |τn−1) and the full conditional p(τn|rest) = p(τi|τn1 , ...τni−1, τn−1i+1 , ...τn−1I , Y ) as
follows:
α∗i = min{
p(τ ∗i |rest)qn(τn−1i |τ ∗i )
p(τn−1i |rest)qn(τ ∗i |τn−1i )
, 1} (2.17)
Then we make the decision whether τni = τ ∗i with probability α∗i ; otherwise, set τni = τn−1i
(Patz & Junker, 1999).
3) Convergence check. Theoretically, the sequence of states for the Markov chain should
converge to a stationary distribution such that the sampled observations can be viewed
as a sample from the posterior distribution of the model parameters (Kim & Bolt, 2007).
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Various diagnostic indices can be applied to the observations from the chain to evaluate the
likelihood of convergence. The commonly used indices include: Geweke’s criterion (Geweke,
1991), Raftery and Lewis’s criterion (Raftery & Lewis, 1991) (for single chain) and Gelman
and Rubin criterion (Gelman & Rubin, 1992) (for multiple chains).
4) Construction of posterior distributions. Once sufficient evidence of convergence has
been obtained, the simulated chain can be used to construct the marginal posterior distribu-
tions that are the basis for model parameter estimates (i.e., mean and standard error) (Kim
& Bolt, 2007). Usually researchers consider the number of burn-in states to dismiss, and the
option of thinning the chain before they conduct the point estimates.
5) Model-fit evaluation. One common strategy of model-fit evaluation in MCMC method
is posterior predictive checks. The idea is to replicate set of observations conditional on the
distribution of model parameters given the observed data and apply a chosen discrepancy
statistic to both the observed data and the replicated data. The discrepancy statistic for the
actual data is compared against the distribution of discrepancy statistics across the replicate
data sets to evaluate the model fit. If the discrepancy statistic for the real data exceeds a
large percentage of the discrepancy statistics observed of the replicated data sets, the model
is said not to fit (Kim & Bolt, 2007). The choice of discrepancy statistics depends on the
aspect of model misfit of greatest concern.
6) Model comparison. In addition to the absolute model fit, we also care about the rela-
tive model fit between candidate models. The common criteria include Pseudo-Bayes Factor
comparison (Gelfand, Dey, & Chang, 1992) and Deviance Information Criterion (Spiegelhal-
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ter, Best, Carlin, & van Der Linde, 2002).
2.3 Cognitive Diagnostic Models and their Adaptation
to AIG
Cognitive diagnostic analysis involves developing test items from cognitive models of
task performance to support strong test-based inferences about examinees’ knowledge and
skills (Leighton, 2012). Like discussed in the introduction chapter, the CDA and the AIG
shares a common start of developing cognitive models as the first stage. This makes it
possible for an easier implementation of the AIG system in the CDA field. The CDA focuses
on understanding the interplay of students’ knowledge and skills and test-item responses
(Leighton, 2012) and the cognitive model it builds should be thorough enough for guiding
the item development in the AIG. In this section, statistical models used in CDA (CDMs)
are introduced. More importantly, how to change CDMs into the calibration model of future
CDM-based AIG systems is discussed.
2.3.1 Basic Concepts of CDMs
CDMs are statistical models used in CDA that are capable of extracting diagnostic
information from the students. CDMs define an individual’s ability based on the attributes
he/she has or has not mastered (Henson et al., 2009). The person parameter is the attribute
pattern of an examinee. Given this mastery profile, the probability of a correct response is
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defined by mastery/non-mastery of the skills that are required by an item. CDMs assume
that all individuals who mastered the same set of required attributes for any given item
will have the same probability of a correct response for an item. The relationship between
probability and person parameter is defined by each specific CDM. The statistical result
from a certain CDM is the probability that an examinee possesses a particular attribute
profile. Comparing to traditional assessments, there are several features that are unique to
the CDMs:
Attribute profile
In CDMs, an examinee i’s ability is characterized by an attribute profile (i.e., mastery
profile) αi. The ith examinee’s attribute profile, αi, is a vector of length K (where K is the
total number of attributes) indicating which attributes have been mastered. When αik = 1,
the kth attribute has been mastered by the ith examinee and when αik = 0, the kth attribute
has not been mastered by the ith examinee.
Q-matrix
Q-matrix (Tatsuoka, 1983) is an item by attribute indicator matrix that defines which
attributes must be mastered to have a high probability of a correct response (Henson et al.,
2009). Each element in the matrix qjk represents whether the jth item measures (and thus
requires) the kth attribute. When qjk = 0, then the kth attribute is not required for the jth
item and when qjk = 1, the kth attribute is required for the jth item. In the Q-matrix, the
set of skills required for correctly answering each item (attributes) is explicitly determined.
The Q-matrix describes how the test items are related to the attributes. Considering the
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possibility that examinees may solve a problem in different ways, Mislevy (1996) introduced
the notion of multiple strategies, in which a strategy refers to the set of required attributes
(de la Torre & Douglas, 2008). Multiple strategies can be considered by multiple Q-matrices
or inclusion of all possible attributes into a single Q-matrix.
Latent (ideal) response variable
Latent response variable (also called “ideal response variable”), ηij), can be thought of
the nature of the interaction between attributes and item requirement to produce a response.
It is defined by each specific CDM and can be either dichotomous or polytomous.
Common CDMs
Depending on how each model operationalizes how skills influence test performance,
CDMs can be categorized into two main categories: non-compensatory models and compen-
satory models. Non-compensatory models generally do not allow examinees to “make up”
what is lacked in one skill by having mastered another. Within non-compensatory models,
there are conjunctive models and disjunctive models. Conjunctive models require examinees
to master all required attributes to perform reasonably well on any item, while disjunctive
models requires only a subset of the attributes. The typical non-compensatory conjunctive
models include Deterministic Inputs, Noisy “And” gate model (DINA; Junker and Sijtsma
2001), and Noisy Input, Deterministic “And” gate model (NIDA; Junker and Sijtsma 2001).
The example of non-compensatory disjunctive models include Deterministic Inputs, Noisy
“Or” gate model(DINO; Templin, Henson, and Douglas 2007). On the other hand, com-
pensatory models allow an examinee to “make up” for what is lacked in one skill by having
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mastered another (Henson et al., 2009). Examples of compensatory models include a special
case of General Diagnostic Model(GDM; ?), the compensatory RUM (Hartz, 2002). The
general model GDM (?) and Generalized DINA(GDINA; de La Torre 2011) can be both
non-compensatory and compensatory.
Deterministic Inputs, Noisy “And” gate (DINA) model (Junker & Sijtsma,
2001)
One of the most parsimonious non-compensatory conjunctive models is the DINA model
(Junker & Sijtsma, 2001). Like all other conjunctive models, DINA model requires examinees
to acquire all required attributes to perform reasonably well on any item. The latent response







The value of ηij equals to one for those examinees who have mastered all required at-
tributes and equals to zero all other cases. Naturally, DINA model divides examinees into
two classes: those who have mastered all required attributes and those who have not.
The item parameters of DINA model are sj and gj, which determine the probability of
a correct response for examinee i to item j when ηij is fixed. The sj (“slip” parameter) is
the probability of incorrect response when examinees have mastered all required attributes
and gj (“guessing” parameter) is the probability of correct response when examinees have
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not mastered at least one of the required attributes. They are defined as below:
sj = P (Yij = 0|ηij = 1)
gj = P (Yij = 1|ηij = 0)
Given the item parameters of jth item and the latent response variable ηij, the probability
of a correct response is:




2.3.2 Adapted CDM-AIG Framework
Currently there was no previously developed CDM models dedicated to the AIG system.
Similarly to the IRT models’ adaptation to AIG system, the AIG-compatible CDM also
needs to account for the hierarchical item structure by adding a layer of item family into
the model. Depending on how the variability within an item family will be accounted,
new models should be developed in three approaches: fixed models, random models and
explanatory models.
The realization of the theoretical guideline encounters a lot difficulties. In IRT, the item
difficulty parameter (β) and item discrimination parameter (α) have the theoretical range
from negative infinity to positive infinity, which 1) allow an assumption about normally-
distributed β and α in each item family; 2) leave a plenty space for explanatory features of
different scales to explain without worrying about range issue. Meanwhile in the CDM, the
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slip parameters (s) and guessing parameters (g) have a range of zero to one, and a limitation
that s+ g ≤ 1 (Culpepper, 2015). Therefore, an underlying normal distributed assumption
about g and s would have range problems. Furthermore, explanatory features will run into
range problems easily if their scales are too large or prone to have extreme high or low values.
To solve these problems, I proposed the following solutions and thereby developed the
following AIG-compatible CDMs that will be tested in the following section. In the AIG-
compatible models, the underlying distribution assumptions about g and s are beta distri-
bution that conform to the range of g and s. An inverse logit transformation was performed
to the explanatory feature to solve the scale issue. The model specifications are listed below:
Let t = 1, 2, ..., T denote the item family and t(j) denote the item j within item family t.
Xt(j) represents the observable feature and λt represents the systematic variation associated
with it.
Fixed model (DINA-F):




In DINA-F, the variability of both slip and guessing parameters within an item family
are ignored and all items within a family is isomorphic (equivalent in terms of psychometric
properties). Therefore the fixed model is the original DINA model with a restriction on the
slip and guessing parameters to be same within each item family.
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Random models (DINA-R):
P (Yij = 1|αi) = (1− st(j))ηit(j)g
(1−ηit(j))
t(j)
st(j) ∼ Beta(αst , βst)
gt(j) ∼ Beta(αgt , βgt)
(2.20)
In DINA-R, the differences of item parameters between families are treated as random
noise. The slip and guessing parameters of an item family are independently distributed
with its item family’s hyper-parameters αst , βst and αgt , βgt . Please note that the αst and
βst here are hyper-parameters of parameter s of item family t that define the distribution of
slip parameters of family t. They do not mean item discrimination or item difficulty as in
IRT model. The same goes for αgt and βgt . Beta distribution makes sure that the value of
slip and guessing parameters are within the range of 0 to 1. In this model, items from the
same item family are not treated as isomorphic, but “siblings” to each other. The variability
within an item family is allowed but unexplained.
Explanatory models:
Explanatory models treat the difference between items within an item family as system-
atic and can be explained by observable features. It is essentially useful when trying to
incorporate observable features into the model to predict item parameters. Depending on
whether the variability is allowed, explanatory models include:
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Fixed explanatory model (DINA-FX):
P (Yij = 1|αi) = (1− st + invlogit(λt × Ft(j)))ηit(j)(gt + invlogit(λt × Ft(j)))(1−ηit(j)) (2.21)
In DINA-FX, an observable feature F is introduced to account for the variability of slip
and guessing parameters within an item family. The inverse logit transformation of the
product of λ and F is to allow the value of λ to have a wider range to move. The variances
of slip and guessing parameters are fully captured by the F and no additional variance is
allowed in this model.
Random explanatory model(DINA-RX):
P (Yij = 1|αi) = (1− st(j) + invlogit(λt × Ft(j)))ηit(j)(gt(j) + invlogit(λt × Ft(j)))(1−ηit(j))
st(j) ∼ Beta(αst , βst)
gt(j) ∼ Beta(αgt , βgt)
(2.22)
In the random explanatory model, the variances of slip and guessing parameters are not
fully accounted by the observable feature F . Random noises are also allowed within an item
family.
Each of the model introduced caters a scenario of parameter variation caused by AIG pro-
cess. By comparing the models, it is educational to learn how different model specifications
react to CDM-AIG process.
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2.3.3 Summary
One of the advantages of building an AIG system on Cognitive Diagnostic Models is the
possibility that AIG process can “borrow” the cognitive model (Q-matrix) established by
the CDMs. However, to what extent the Q-matrix will be helpful remains to be seen. In
this chapter, the previous literature on how item features predicting the item parameters
was reviewed, and the possibility of Q-matrix being content-related features was discussed.
However, one of the challenges of building an AIG system on Cognitive Diagnostic Models
is the lack of a developed calibration model to account for the within- and between- item
family variance introduced by the AIG process. In this chapter, the previous calibration
models developed under IRT frameworks were introduced, and four calibration models for
CDM-based AIG were built. In the next chapter, questions about how Q-matrix will help




The goal of this dissertation is to explore solutions of the problems a CDM-based AIG
system might encounter. This chapter provides an overview of the methods used to answer
the two research questions.
3.1 Study 1: Item Feature Exploration
In this study, answers were explored through an empirical study for the questions 1) Can
Q-matrix serve as content-related features to predict item parameters? 2) Does it interact
with other features on item parameters?
3.1.1 Analysis Plan
This was an empirical study where multivariate linear regression models were built to
explore the impact on item parameters of each individual feature and the interactions be-
tween features. The logit transformation of the parameters guessing (g) and slip (s) were
treated as the dependent variables, and the features and their interactions served as the in-
dependent variables. A logit transformation was performed because of the range restrictions
of parameters g and s (0 ≤ s < 1 and 0 ≤ g < 1 and 0 ≤ g < 1− s). Logit transformations
on g and s allowed the range of logit(g) and logit(s) to expand from negative infinity to
positive infinity. To ensure the correctness of the estimated parameters g and s, a DINA
model was fitted to the TIMSS 2007 data from booklet four and five to attain the estima-
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tions of parameters g and s. The selected sample from the TIMSS 2007 data set of booklets
four and five included USA benchmarks (sample size of 564), Minnesota benchmark (sample
size of 132), and Massachusetts benchmark (sample size of 127). In total, the data set had
a sample size of 832, including all of the above benchmarks. Only two-way interactions
between features were considered, in line with statements made in the previous literature
(Dennis et al., 2002) that, in general, the effort of trying to look at higher order interactions
was impractical. The analysis adopted a forward selection scheme. It began with a basic
model with no interaction terms among features. To evaluate each model, the coefficients of
the features as well as the model fit were assessed.
Basic model with no interactions:









x11 x12 x13 . . . x1d
x21 x22 x23 . . . x2d
... ... ... . . . ...








Note: J=number of items; d=number of features.
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3.1.2 Data
The data were taken from booklets four and five of the TIMSS 2007 fourth grade math-
ematics assessment, which was analyzed by Lee, Park, and Taylan (2011). TIMSS 2007
mathematics items were developed to tackle two domains: 1) content domains, which were
dedicated to identifying areas or subject matters that evaluate understandings of mathemat-
ics; and 2) cognitive domains, which described the thinking processes that students encounter
as they deal with mathematics content (Lee et al., 2011). The TIMSS 2007 mathematics
achievement tests have three content domains by design: Number(NUM), Geometric Shapes
& Measurement (GM), and Data & Display (DD) It has three cognitive domains: Knowing,
Applying, and Reasoning. In booklets four and five, there were 11 and 14 items, respec-
tively, 15 of which were multiple choice items and 10 of which were constructed response
items. The constructed response items with polytomous responses were dichotomized by
treating responses with partial or no credits as incorrect and responses with full credits as
correct (Lee et al., 2011). By consulting with three researchers with degrees in mathematics
education and two domain experts, Lee et al. (2011) identified 15 attributes and developed
the Q-matrix for the total 25 items.
3.1.3 Proposed Item Features
Both the content-related features and the universal features that were discussed earlier
were assessed in this study.
Content-related features:
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Being unique to the CDA, information conveyed by the content-related features can be
fully captured by the attributes each item required. The information is specified in the
Q-matrix, which is usually identified by content experts in the field. Methods of validating
a Q-matrix have been developed by psychometricians, such as empirical validation (de la
Torre & Chiu, 2016) or the self-learning Q-matrix (Liu, Xu, & Ying, 2013). Each individual
attribute in the Q-matrix can be treated as a content-related feature in this study, where
a total of 15 content-related features were assessed. The features were all coded as binary
entries such that 1 represented a feature’s presence, and 0 represented a feature’s absence.
Universal features:
Among the features identified in the previous research, this study selected the following
universal features that were both appropriate and applicable to the TIMSS items. The total
of four universal features that were assessed are listed below. The first three features were
coded as continuous, and the fourth feature was coded as ordinal.
1) Item length, defined as the number of words in the question stem;
2) Option length, defined as the total number of words in the options;
3) Word length, defined as the average number of letters in a word in the question stem,
excluding auxiliary words;
4) Vocabulary level, the highest Flesch’s reading grade level of words (Flesch, 1948) in
the question stem and options.
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3.2 Study 2: Calibration Model Selection
Study 2 was designed to answer the second research question: What are the most ap-
propriate calibration models for automatically generated CDM items? A simulation study
was designed for the examination of two issues. First, following Lathrop and Cheng (2017),
variations of item parameters g and s within each item family were studied to understand
how different model specifications react to variation caused by item cloning. Second, the
existence of an explanatory variable associated with each item family was studied. This
interest came from the fact that the quality of the item cloning process might introduce
systematic drift in an item parameter associated with each item family.
Response data from each condition were generated and analyzed with each of the candi-
date models, which were DINA-F (fixed DINA model), DINA-R (random DINA model),
DINA-FX (fixed-explanatory DINA model), and DINA-RX (random-explanatory DINA
model). The goal was to draw inferences about the model’s comparative and absolute per-
formances. The performance of each of the candidate models was evaluated by the recovery
of the following parameters: guessing parameter g, slip parameter s, and the explanatory
parameter λ. The average bias, average absolute bias, and average standard error of each
parameter were calculated. Additional analyses were conducted to evaluate the empirical
Type I error rate and the power of detecting parameter λt.
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3.2.1 Simulated Conditions
The simulated condition for the possible variations due to the AIG process followed
the setting used by Lathrop and Cheng (2017) under the IRT framework. The design for
CDMs followed the setting used by de la Torre and Douglas (2004), de la Torre (2009), and
Culpepper (2015). In detail, the simulation considered K = 5, J = 300, and N = 1, 000.
These 300 items came from 10 item families (I = 10), and each item family had 30 items
(It = 30). The Q matrix was adopted from de la Torre (2009). The response data were
simulated using the DINA-FX model with different parameter settings to simulate different
scenarios. Table 3.3 shows the design of family-level factors for each item family. The family-
level parameters st and gt were set of medium quality (0.15 ≤ st = gt < 0.25). With regard
to the number of attributes each item required, one family (Family 1) was set to include
only single-attribute items. Three item families (Families 3, 4, and 5) were set to include
only two-attribute items. Three item families (Families 6, 7, and 8) were set to include only
3-attribute items, and one item family (Family 10) was set to include only four-attribute
items. Two item families were mixtures of items with different numbers of attributes. This
was to mimic the real-life situation, where most items do not typically require too few or
too many attributes. An explanatory feature directly related to systematic variation was
simulated by the existence or non-existence of a randomly selected attribute (Attribute 2) in
the Q-matrix. If an item required this attribute, then this item had the explanatory feature.
The percentage of items having the explanatory feature of each item family varied at 0%,
33%, and 100%.
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Table 3.3: Design of Family-level Factors.
Item family Number of attributes required Percentage of items have the explanatory feature
1 Single-attribute 33%







9 Mix of three-attribute items and four-attribute items 33%
10 four-attribute 33%
Note: In Family 2, 66% were single-attribute items, and 33% were two-attribute items; in Family
9, 33% were three-attribute items, and 33% were four-attribute items
For item-level parameters, the variance of the g and s parameters within an item family
was set to be zero, small (variance equal to 0.01), and large (variance equal to 0.04). The
explanatory covariate λ was set to be 0, small (randomly drawn from N (0, 0.03), and ran-
domly drawn from N (0, 0.06)), and large (randomly drawn from N (0, 0.30), and randomly
drawn from N (0, 0.60)).
3.2.2 Model Estimation and Inference
Simulated response data were fitted using MCMC in R. The priors used for the MCMC
estimation were also used while simulating response data. Due to the lack of previous
research on AIG calibration under the CDM framework, the choice of priors was either
non-informative (for hyper-parameters of g and s) or having a relatively large variance (for
explanatory coefficient λ), indicating a low level of confidence in the likely values of the
parameters. The details of the prior selections and the Bayesian formulations are elaborated
in Section 3.2.3, Bayesian Formulations and the M-H Process of the Candidate Models.
Each model was fitted using four independent chains with 1,000 adaptive burn-in samples
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and a minimal of 1,000 samples to define the posterior distribution. The parameter estimates
and their standard errors were defined as the means and standard deviations of the sampled
values obtained from the MCMC chains. The bias for each parameter estimate was calculated
as the difference between the point estimate and its true value. A total of 10 replications
were done for each of the conditions.
3.2.3 Bayesian Formulations and M-H Process of the Candidate
Models
DINA-F model
Prior, Posterior, and Full Conditional Distribution
Let the priors of the parameter be g, s, and α:
p(αik) ∼ Bernoulli(0.5)
p(gt) ∼ 4−Beta(0, 0.9, 1.5, 2)
p(1− st) ∼ 4−Beta(0.1, 1, 2, 1, 5)
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The joint posterior distribution is:
p(g, s,α|X) ∝ L(X|g, s,α)× p(α)× p(g)× p(s)
The full conditional distributions of each parameter:
p(αi|X,α(−i), g, s) ∝ L(Xi|g, s,αi)× p(αi)
p(st|X,α, g, s(−t)) ∝ L(Xt|gt, st,α)× p(st)
p(gt|X,α, s, g(−t)) ∝ L(Xt|gt, st,α)× p(gt)
M-H algorithm for DINA-F:
At iteration h+ 1:
1. For i = 1, ..., N , draw α∗ik from Ber(0.5), and accept α∗i with probability:
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2. For t = 1, ..., T , draw g∗t from N(ght , σ2gt) (where set σ2gt = 0.025), and accept g∗t with
probability:










3. For t = 1, ..., T , draw s∗t from N(sht , σ2st) (where set σ2st = 0.02), and accept s∗t with
probability:











Prior, Posterior, and Full Conditional Distribution
Let the priors of the parameter be αs, βs, αg, βg, st(j), gt(j), and αi:
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p(αik) ∼ Bernoulli(0.5)
P (st(j)|gt(j)) ∼ Beta(αst, βst)I(0 ≤ st(j) < 1− gt(j))





























The joint posterior distribution is:






The full conditional distributions of each parameter:
p(αi|X,α(−i), g, s,αs,αg,βs,βg) ∝ L(Xi|g, s,αi)× p(αi)
p(αst, βst|X,αi, g, s,α−ts ,αg,βs,βg) ∝ p(st(j)|αst, βst, g)× p(αst, βst)
p(αgt, βgt|X,αi, g, s,αs,α−tg ,βs,βg) ∝ p(gt(j)|αgt, βgt, s)× p(αgt, βgt)
p(st(j)|X,αi, g, s(−t),αs,αg,βs,βg) ∝ L(Xt(j)|gt, st,αi)× p(st(j)|αst, βst, g)
p(gt(j)|X,αi, s, g(−t),αs,αg,βs,βg) ∝ L(Xt(j)|gt, st,αi)× p(gt(j)|αgt, βgt, s)
M-H algorithm for DINA-R:
At iteration h+ 1:
1. For i = 1, ..., N , draw α∗ik from Ber(0.5), and accept α∗i with probability:
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st0)(where set σ2st0 = 0.1), and accept α∗st with
probability:
























st1)(where set σ2st1 = 0.05), and accept β∗st with
probability:






















st) (where set σ2st = 0.02),































gt0)(where set σ2gt0 = 0.1), and accept α∗gt with
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probability:
























gt1)(where set σ2gt1 = 0.05), and accept β∗gt
with probability:






















gt) (where set σ2gt = 0.025),






























Prior, Posterior, and Full Conditional Distribution
Priors of the parameter λt, st, gt and αi:
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p(αik) ∼ Bernoulli(0.5)
p(λt) ∼ N(0, 1)
p(1− st|gt, λt) ∼ 4−Beta(0.1, 1, 2, 1.5)I(0 ≤ st < 1− gt&0 ≤ st < 1− logit(λt × Ft(j)))
p(gt|st, λt) ∼ 4−Beta(0, 0.9, 1.5, 2)I(0 ≤ gt < 1− st&0 ≤ gt < 1− logit(λt × Ft(j)))










[(st + logit(λt × Ft(j)))1−Xij(1− st + invlogit(λt × Ft(j)))Xij ]ηij
× [(gt + logit(λt × Ft(j)))Xij(1− gt + invlogit(λt × Ft(j)))1−Xij ]1−ηij





The joint posterior distribution is:
p(g, s,α|X) ∝ L(X|g, s,α,λ)× P (α)× p(g, s)× p(λ)
The full conditional distributions of each parameter:
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p(αi|X,α(−i), g, s, λt) ∝ L(Xi|g, s,αi, λt)× p(αi)
p(st|X,α, g, s(−t), λt) ∝ L(Xt(j)|gt, st,α, λt)× p(st)
p(gt|X,α, s, g(−t), λt) ∝ L(Xt(j)|gt, st,α), λt)× p(gt)
p(λt|X,α, s, g, λ(−t)) ∝ L(Xt(j)|gt, st,α, λt)× p(λt)
M-H algorithm for DINA-FX:
At iteration h+ 1:
1. For i = 1, ..., N , draw α∗ik from Ber(0.5), and accept α∗i with probability:






















l )(where σ2l = 0.05), and accept λ∗t with
probability:






















gt) (where set σ2gt = 0.025), and accept g∗t with
probability:
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st) (where set σ2st = 0.02), and accept s∗t with
probability:



















Prior, Posterior, and Full Conditional Distribution
Priors of the parameter λt, αst, βst, αgt, βgt, st(j), gt(j) and αi
p(αik) ∼ Bernoulli(0.5)
p(λt) ∼ N(0, 1)
p(st(j)|gt(j), λt) ∼ Beta(αst, βst)I(0 ≤ st(j) < 1− gt(j)&0 ≤ st(j) < 1− logit(λt × Ft(j))


















[(st(j) + logit(λt × Ft(j)))1−Xij(1− st(j) + invlogit(λt × Ft(j)))Xij ]ηij
× [(gt(j) + logit(λt × Ft(j)))Xij(1− gt(j) + invlogit(λt × Ft(j)))1−Xij ]1−ηij





The joint posterior distribution is:








The full conditional distributions of each parameter:
p(αi|X,α(−i), g, s, αs, αg, βs, βg) ∝ L(Xi|g, s,αi, λt)× p(αi)
p(αst, βst|X, αi, g, s, α(−t)s , αg, βs, βg) ∝ p(st(j)|αst, βst, g)× p(αst, βst)
p(αgt, βgt|X, αi, g, s, αs, α(−t)g , βs, βg) ∝ p(gt(j)|αgt, βgt, s)× p(αgt, βgt)
p(st(j)|X,αi, g, s(−t), αs, αg, βs, βg) ∝ L(Xt(j)|gt, st,αi, λt)× p(st(j)|αst, βst, gt)
p(gt(j)|X,αi, s, g(−t), αs, αg, βs, βg) ∝ L(Xt(j)|gt, st,αi, λt)× p(gt(j)|αgt, βgt, s)
p(λt|X,αi, g, s, λ(−t)t , αs, αg, βs, βg) ∝ L(Xi|g, s,αi, λt)× p(λt)
M-H algorithm for DINA-RX:
At iteration h+ 1:
1. For i = 1, ..., N , draw α∗ik from Ber(0.5), and accept α∗i with probability:






















l ) (where σ2l = 0.05) and accept λ∗t with
probability:
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st0)(where set σ2st0 = 0.1), and accept α∗st with
probability:
























st1)(where set σ2st1 = 0.05), and accept β∗st with
probability:






















st) (where set σ2st = 0.02),



































gt0)(where set σ2gt0 = 0.1), and accept α∗gt with
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probability:
























gt1)(where set σ2gt1 = 0.05), and accept β∗gt
with probability:






















gt) (where set σ2gt = 0.025),



































In the previous chapter, I discussed the methods of item feature exploration and provided
detailed information about candidate item calibration models. In this chapter, I will describe
the results of item feature identification and the performances of the calibration models.
4.1 Study 1: Item Feature Exploration
The analyses followed a manual forward-selection scheme, starting with a basic model
with no interactions among features. Tables 4.4 to 4.6 demonstrate the results from multi-
variate linear regressions on parameters g and s with different combinations of features in
the models.
4.1.1 Models without Interactions
In Model 1, the context-related features were included. This model explored the impact
of the required attributes for each items. Results showed that, first, the full model for
parameter g was significant (F (15, 9) = 4.9240, p < 0.05) with a relatively high multiple R2
of 89%. Among all the attributes explored, Attribute 3 (“Solving problems, including those
set in real-life contexts”), Attribute 4 (“Solve problems involving proportions”), Attribute
10 (“Classify, compare, and recognize geometric figures and shapes and their relationships
and elementary properties”), and Attribute 13 (“Read data from tables, pictographs, bar
graphs, and pie charts”) had significant positive effects on parameter g. Second, the full
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model for parameter s was not significant, and none of the attributes had any significant
effects on the slip parameter. However, the multiple R2 of Model 1 on s was 62%, which was
still considered moderate.
Model 2 included the universal features of item length, option length, average word
length, and vocabulary difficulty level. This model focused on the effects of item features that
were closely related to the linguistic surface structure of the item. Model 2 was significant
(F (4, 20) = 3.1860, p < 0.05) on parameter g, with a moderate multiple R2 of 39%. Out
of the four features, item length had a significant positive effect on the guessing parameter,
and average word length had a significant negative effect on the guessing parameter. These
implied, respectively, that longer item length was associated with a higher value for the
guessing parameter, and a longer word length of the item stem was associated with a lower
value of the guessing parameter. None of the universal features had a significant effect on
parameter s, and the model’s overall multiple R2 on parameter s was only 7%.
In Model 3, both the content-related features and the universal features were included.
The purpose of having Model 3 was to see if the effects of content-related features and
universal features would overshadow each other. The results of the model comparison showed
that the all-inclusive model (Model 3) did not provide any significant improvement over either
Model 1 (Pillai = 0.5675, p > 0.05) or Model 2 (Pillai = 1.5415, p > 0.05). Out of all the
features, only Attribute 10 (“Classify, compare, and recognize geometric figures and shapes
and their relationships and elementary properties”) had a significant positive effect on the
guessing parameter. None of the features had a significant effect on the slip parameter.
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Table 4.4: The Results of Multivariate Linear Regression Models without Interactions on Parameter g.
Model 1: content-related features only Model 2: universal features only Model 3: all features
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>| t |) Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>| t |) Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>| t |)
(Intercept) -7.6396 1.4045 -5.4390 0.0004 *** 7.9897 5.0794 1.5730 0.1314 -18.5282 10.4866 -1.7670 0.1375
ATT1 -3.3580 1.7666 -1.9010 0.0898 . -2.6014 2.9211 -0.8910 0.4140
ATT2 1.1615 1.4359 0.8090 0.4394 1.5119 2.0351 0.7430 0.4909
ATT3 5.0043 1.4203 3.5230 0.0065 ** 7.1182 3.7857 1.8800 0.1188
ATT4 3.7024 1.4915 2.4820 0.0349 * 3.8973 1.7974 2.1680 0.0823 .
ATT5 0.1778 1.4958 0.1190 0.9080 2.2807 2.4416 0.9340 0.3931
ATT6 2.6933 1.7971 1.4990 0.1682 4.6115 2.6176 1.7620 0.1384
ATT7 -1.6343 1.5215 -1.0740 0.3107 -0.8575 2.2414 -0.3830 0.7178
ATT8 1.1568 1.2047 0.9600 0.3620 0.1739 1.6699 0.1040 0.9211
ATT9 -1.8464 1.2384 -1.4910 0.1702 -2.3706 1.7945 -1.3210 0.2437
ATT10 6.9940 1.5983 4.3760 0.0018 ** 9.4519 3.0747 3.0740 0.0277 *
ATT11 -2.6479 1.9138 -1.3840 0.1998 -6.7459 5.5300 -1.2200 0.2769
ATT12 2.3837 1.4055 1.6960 0.1241 3.1487 1.8867 1.6690 0.1560
ATT13 5.7286 2.2607 2.5340 0.0320 * 5.9234 4.2954 1.3790 0.2264
ATT14 0.1612 1.2817 0.1260 0.9027 -1.5727 2.2430 -0.7010 0.5145
ATT15 4.7788 2.2827 2.0930 0.0658 5.3877 3.1605 1.7050 0.1490
ItemLength 0.1113 0.0415 2.6830 0.0143 * 0.0228 0.1023 0.2230 0.8321
OptionLength 0.0315 0.1953 0.1610 0.8735 0.3161 0.4480 0.7060 0.5120
WordLength -3.0077 1.2772 -2.3550 0.0289 * 2.0198 2.3737 0.8510 0.4337
Vocabulary 0.1926 0.3602 0.5350 0.5987 -0.1997 0.4031 -0.4950 0.6414
F-statistic: 4.9240 3.1860 3.1410
p-value 0.0103 0.0354 0.1042
Multiple R-squared: 0.8914 0.3892 0.9227
Adjusted R-squared: 0.7104 0.2670 0.6290
.
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Table 4.5: The Results of Multivariate Linear Regression Models without Interactions on Parameter s.
Model 1: content-related features only Model 2: universal features only Model 3: all features
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>| t |) Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>| t |) Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>| t |)
(Intercept) 1.2916 2.1326 0.6060 0.5600 -6.3024 5.0659 -1.2440 0.2280 -4.7283 15.5532 -0.3040 0.7730
ATT1 -2.2561 2.6823 -0.8410 0.4220 0.1116 4.3324 0.0260 0.9800
ATT2 -2.7428 2.1802 -1.2580 0.2400 -1.1016 3.0183 -0.3650 0.7300
ATT3 -1.0798 2.1565 -0.5010 0.6290 1.7320 5.6147 0.3080 0.7700
ATT4 -0.3578 2.2646 -0.1580 0.8780 -1.3493 2.6658 -0.5060 0.6340
ATT5 -0.3538 2.2711 -0.1560 0.8800 2.8611 3.6213 0.7900 0.4650
ATT6 -2.4798 2.7286 -0.9090 0.3870 -1.9387 3.8824 -0.4990 0.6390
ATT7 1.8104 2.3102 0.7840 0.4530 2.3684 3.3243 0.7120 0.5080
ATT8 -0.5764 1.8291 -0.3150 0.7600 -2.2689 2.4767 -0.9160 0.4020
ATT9 2.8441 1.8803 1.5130 0.1650 3.5002 2.6615 1.3150 0.2460
ATT10 -4.0468 2.4268 -1.6680 0.1300 -0.6108 4.5602 -0.1340 0.8990
ATT11 4.7795 2.9059 1.6450 0.1340 -4.1817 8.2019 -0.5100 0.6320
ATT12 -3.8666 2.1340 -1.8120 0.1030 -4.4206 2.7983 -1.5800 0.1750
ATT13 2.1292 3.4325 0.6200 0.5500 2.0373 6.3707 0.3200 0.7620
ATT14 1.0822 1.9461 0.5560 0.5920 -0.7211 3.3267 -0.2170 0.8370
ATT15 -5.2473 3.4660 -1.5140 0.1640 -5.8968 4.6875 -1.2580 0.2640
ItemLength -0.0221 0.0414 -0.5330 0.6000 0.0203 0.1517 0.1340 0.8990
OptionLength 0.1619 0.1948 0.8310 0.4160 0.8043 0.6644 1.2100 0.2800
WordLength 1.0956 1.2738 0.8600 0.4000 0.1189 3.5206 0.0340 0.9740
Vocabulary -0.1861 0.3592 -0.5180 0.6100 0.4958 0.5979 0.8290 0.4450
F-statistic: 0.9594 0.3552 0.7440
p-value 0.5471 0.8373 0.7113
Multiple R-squared: 0.6152 0.0663 0.7387
Adjusted R-squared: -0.0260 -0.1204 -0.2542
.
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Table 4.6: The Results of Multivariate Linear Regression Models with Interactions on Parameters g and
s.
parameter g parameter s
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>| t |) Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>| t |)
(Intercept) -25.5590 7.6878 -3.3250 0.0077 ** -1.7156 15.9920 -0.1070 0.9167
ATT3 23.3618 8.3374 2.8020 0.0187 * 1.4084 17.3432 0.0810 0.9369
ATT4 -944.3707 807.4935 -1.1700 0.2693 4750.9339 1679.7213 2.8280 0.0179 *
ATT10 32.4088 10.6704 3.0370 0.0125 * -17.4165 22.1962 -0.7850 0.4508
ATT13 10.8379 21.7104 0.4990 0.6284 -125.3716 45.1612 -2.7760 0.0196 *
ItemLength 0.6639 0.1265 5.2490 0.0004 *** 0.1924 0.2631 0.7310 0.4814
WordLength 2.2426 1.4040 1.5970 0.1413 -0.3117 2.9206 -0.1070 0.9171
ATT3 ×ItemLength -0.6846 0.1355 -5.0510 0.0005 *** -0.1774 0.2819 -0.6290 0.5434
ATT4 ×ItemLength 1.3012 2.1363 0.6090 0.5560 -12.8620 4.4439 -2.8940 0.0160 *
ATT10 ×ItemLength -0.7275 0.1239 -5.8700 0.0002 *** 0.1421 0.2578 0.5510 0.5935
ATT13 ×ItemLength -0.9002 0.5277 -1.7060 0.1188 -3.3384 1.0976 -3.0410 0.0124 *
ATT3 ×WordLength -1.7581 1.6557 -1.0620 0.3133 -0.2362 3.4441 -0.0690 0.9467
ATT4 ×WordLength 215.7349 181.1797 1.1910 0.2613 -1064.8876 376.8840 -2.8260 0.0180 *
ATT10 ×WordLength -3.6707 2.2393 -1.6390 0.1322 2.6840 4.6582 0.5760 0.5772
ATT13 ×WordLength 3.0874 8.9722 0.3440 0.7379 54.5946 18.6638 2.9250 0.0152 *
F-statistic: 14.9700 1.6450
p-value 0.0001 0.2164
Multiple R-squared: 0.9545 0.6973
Adjusted R-squared: 0.8907 0.2734
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4.1.2 Models with Interactions
Based on the results from the models without interactions, I selected the features that
were significant in Model 1 (four features) and Model 2 (two features) and created the two-
way interaction terms among features that were not from the same categories. As a result,
there were six features and eight interaction terms in the interaction model. Table 4.6 shows
the results on both parameters g and s.
Table 4.6 shows that the model explained about 95% of the variance in parameter g and
70% of the variance in parameter s. Significant positive effects (ps < 0.05) on g were found
with Attribute 3 (“Solve problems, including those set in real-life contexts”), Attribute 10
(“Classify, compare, and recognize geometric figures and shapes and their relationships and
elementary properties”), and item length. In addition, the interaction between Attribute
3 and item length on parameter g was significant (p < 0.001). The interaction between
Attribute 10 and item length was also significant (p < 0.001). Both of the interactions were
negative. Figure 4.7 demonstrates how the effects of item length varied with the items that
required Attribute 3 and the items that did not require Attribute 3. Specifically, the trend
of parameter g increasing with a longer item length was weaker with items that required
Attribute 3. In other words, the fact that the item required Attribute 3 moderated the
effect of item length in a negative direction. The interaction between Attribute 10 and item
length implied a similar trend; regardless of whether or not an item required Attribute 10,
parameter g was positively correlated with its item length. However, for items that required
Attribute 10, the correlation between parameter g and item length was negative.
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Previous results showed that parameter s was not easily influenced by features. The
model with interaction terms on parameter s was also not significant. However, Model
3 also showed that there was a significant interaction effect between Attribute 4 (“Solve
problems involving proportions”) and item length. There were also significant interaction
effects on parameter s between Attribute 13 (“Read data from tables, pictographs, bar
graphs, and pie charts”) and item length. The interaction effects on parameter s between
Attribute 4 and average word length, and between Attribute 13 and average word length
were also significant. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 visualize all four interaction effects on parameter
s. The interaction effects of Attribute 4 and item length, and of Attribute 4 and average
word length were negative. This indicates that Attribute 4 negatively moderated the trend
of the slip parameter rising when item length or word length went up. The interaction effect
of Attribute 13 and item length was also negative, indicating that Attribute 13 negatively
moderated the trend of slip parameter rising when item length went up. The effect on
parameter s of the interaction between Attribute 13 and average word length on parameter
s was in a positive direction, which indicates that the positive correlation between average
word length of an item and its parameter s was greater in items that required Attribute 13
than in those items that did not test on Attribute 13.
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(a) Attribute 3 ×ItemLength. (b) Attribute 10 ×ItemLength.
Figure 4.7: Interaction Effects on Parameter g.82
(a) Attribute 4 ×ItemLength. (b) Attribute 13 ×ItemLength.
Figure 4.8: Interaction Effects of Item Length on Parameter s.83
(a) Attribute 4 ×WordLength. (b) Attribute 13 ×WordLength.
Figure 4.9: Interaction Effects of Word Length on Parameter s.84
4.2 Study 2: Calibration Model Selection
This section presents the Monte Carlo simulation results for examining the absolute and
comparative performances of the candidate calibration models DINA-F, DINA-FX, DINA-R,
and DINA-RX. The criterion was how each model reacted to the variation caused by the AIG
process. This section also provides information about the MCMC algorithm convergence.
The convergence of the MCMC iterations was assessed according to the value of the
univariate potential scale reduction factor R̂ (Brooks & Gelman, 1998), computed from four
individual chains. The calculation of the multivariate potential scale reduction factor was
infeasible in this study, considering the large number of parameters under each condition
(600+). Under each condition, the R̂ of each parameter was calculated and the maximum R̂
value among all parameters was taken as the indicator of convergence at every chain length.
The ideal R̂ value that provides evidence of convergence is 1.0, and Brooks and Gelman
(1998) suggested that values of R̂ less than 1.2 are considered evidence that the chain has
converged.
To assess the number of “burn-in” iterations needed for this study, a pilot study was
conducted where the R̂ of each parameter was calculated at every 50 iterations, with chain
length varying from 50 to 5,000. The maximum R̂ value among all parameters at each chain
length was taken as the indicator of convergence, as shown in Figure 4.10. The simulation
condition was chosen when the variances in g and s were largest (variances in g and s equaled
0.04) and the impact of the feature, λ, were the highest (chosen from N(0, 0.60)), where the
complexity in the data was the highest among all simulation conditions. Theoretically, this
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simulation condition should require a burn-in chain of a longer length. Figure 4.10 provides
evidence of convergence for the simulated posterior distributions and illustrates the change
of R̂ with the chain length of the DINA-F, DINA-R, DINA-FX, and DINA-RX models.
The R̂ of all models was relatively high among a few of the initial iterations and reached
almost exactly one with longer chains. The DINA-F model, DINA-FX model, and DINA-RX
model each took less than 200 iterations to yield R̂ < 1.2, while the DINA-R model took
approximately 500 iterations to reach the convergence criterion.
As the result of the pilot study indicates, a burn-in length of 1,000 should be adequate for
the posterior distribution to achieve convergence. In this study, the MCMC algorithm was
implemented with 2,000 iterations, and the first 1,000 were discarded. After 2,000 iterations,
R̂ was computed. For any cases where R̂ was larger than 1.2, an additional 100 iterations
were implemented until the value of R̂ was below 1.2 or the number of iterations reached the
maximum, which was 50,000 in this study.
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Figure 4.10: Plots of the Brooks–Gelman R̂ of the DINA-F, DINA- R, DINA-FX,
and DINA-RX Models.
4.2.1 Results for Item Parameters g and s
To evaluate the performances of four models in terms of estimating g and s, the metrics
of average bias and average absolute bias (also called Mean Average Error, MAE) were used,
following the previous work of Lathrop and Cheng (2017) and Culpepper (2015). Bias in the
parameter estimate was defined as the difference between the parameter’s point estimate and
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its true value. Average bias serves as an indicator of whether the estimation was unbiased,
and the direction of the average bias serves as a sign of over- or underestimation. A negative
bias indicates underestimation, and a positive bias indicates overestimation (Lathrop &
Cheng, 2017). Average absolute bias, on the other hand, serves as a general indicator of
the magnitude of the bias. The standard error (SE) of the parameter estimation provides
a measure of how reliable the estimation is. Tables 4.7 and 4.8 show the average bias and
average absolute bias of the four models under all simulation conditions. Tables 4.9 and
4.10 show the average standard errors of the four models under all simulated conditions. To
further evaluate the absolute performance of the four models, the results from the DINA
model were added as a baseline. The comparisons between the four candidate models and
the DINA model are shown in Figures 4.11, 4.12, 4.13, and 4.14.
In terms of the absolute performances of the four models, the four candidate models were
compared against the DINA model. Generally speaking, there was evidence that the four
candidate models showed advantages over the baseline DINA model. In terms of whether the
models provided unbiased estimations of parameters g and s, the values of the average bias
of all four models were close to zero and to four decimal places under most conditions and
never exceeded 0.025 under any condition. The DINA-F, DINA-R, and DINA-FX models
showed slightly lower values for average bias than the DINA model under certain conditions.
However, it should be noted that the DINA model was always among the best models
across all conditions in terms of the average bias. This was not surprising. The DINA
model ignored the item family structure and estimated the item parameters for each item
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individually. As a result, the DINA model had a greater degree of flexibility to cater to each
condition, resulting in a consistent decent performance. However, in terms of the magnitude
of the bias, the baseline DINA model was never the best models across all conditions in
terms of average absolute bias of estimating g or s, except for one condition (when there
was large variability of g and s and λ was small that it was drawn from N(0, 0.06)). The
DINA-F and DINA-R models yielded lower average absolute biases than the DINA model
under most conditions. The values of the average absolute bias never exceeded 0.15 with all
four models under all conditions. The comparison between candidate models and the DINA
model demonstrated the value of this line of research.
The main result regarding the relative performances of the four candidate models had
multiple aspects. First, when the models were correctly specified to the conditions, their per-
formances were among the best. For example, when there were no variations in g and s and
λ = 0, the average bias and the average absolute bias of the DINA-F model were the smallest
on parameter s. When there were no variations in g and s, and λ = large(0.30) or (0.60),
the average bias and average absolute bias of the DINA-FX model were the smallest on
parameter g. Second, the performances of the DINA-F and DINA-R models were generally
better than the DINA-FX or DINA-RX model across simulation conditions. For example,
the average bias of the DINA-F model on parameter s was the smallest in 10 simulation
conditions out of a total of 15 simulation conditions, and the average bias of the DINA-R
model on parameter g was the smallest in 9 out of 15 simulation conditions. The DINA-F
model yielded the smallest average standard error in estimating g and s in most conditions.
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Third, the performance of an explanatory models (the DINA-FX or DINA-RX) was asso-
ciated with the magnitude of the explanatory factor λ. Conditions where the DINA-F or
DINA-R model performed better than the explanatory models were usually when the λ was
small (randomly drawn from N(0, 0.03) or randomly drawn from N(0, 0.06)). In conditions
where the λ was relatively large (randomly drawn from N(0, 0.30) or randomly drawn from
N(0, 0.60)), the explanatory models yielded a smaller average absolute bias, and/or aver-
age bias. In conditions where λ was randomly drawn from N(0, 0.60), the DINA-FX model
yielded the smallest average absolute bias on parameter s across all conditions. However,
the performance of the DINA-RX model in recovering g and s was generally not as good as
other models.
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Table 4.7: Average Bias and Absolute Bias on Parameters g.
Average Bias Absolute Bias
DINA-F DINA-FX DINA-R DINA-RX DINA DINA-F DINA-FX DINA-R DINA-RX DINA
No variability in g and s λ = 0 0.0012 0.0018 0.0010 -0.0171 0.0004 0.0023 0.0174 0.0111 0.0367 0.0113
λ = small (0.03) 0.0002 0.0037 -0.0001 -0.0209 -0.0007 0.0041 0.0166 0.0117 0.0402 0.0118
λ = small (0.06) -0.0006 -0.0030 -0.0007 -0.0224 -0.0013 0.0069 0.0196 0.0138 0.0418 0.0139
λ = large (0.30) 0.0068 0.0013 0.0052 -0.0120 0.0046 0.0334 0.0189 0.0376 0.0552 0.0377
λ = large (0.60) 0.0073 -0.0036 0.0082 0.0228 0.0076 0.0549 0.0256 0.0577 0.0702 0.0579
Small variability in g and s λ = 0 0.0011 -0.0020 0.0008 -0.0192 0.0002 0.0082 0.0244 0.0113 0.0400 0.0114
λ = small (0.03) 0.0007 0.0003 0.0005 -0.0140 -0.0001 0.0088 0.0220 0.0117 0.0361 0.0118
λ = small (0.06) 0.0006 0.0005 0.0002 -0.0160 -0.0004 0.0109 0.0195 0.0138 0.0401 0.0140
λ = large (0.30) 0.0004 0.0044 -0.0001 -0.0106 -0.0007 0.0317 0.0249 0.0341 0.0401 0.0343
λ = large (0.60) 0.0145 0.0059 0.0129 0.0176 0.0123 0.0589 0.0330 0.0604 0.0661 0.0606
Large variability in g and s λ = 0 -0.0003 -0.0005 0.0007 -0.0075 0.0002 0.0316 0.0526 0.0112 0.0297 0.0114
λ = small (0.03) 0.0007 0.0022 0.0006 -0.0091 0.0000 0.0311 0.0500 0.0118 0.0285 0.0119
λ = small (0.06) 0.0029 0.0042 0.0021 -0.0042 0.0015 0.0319 0.0502 0.0138 0.0309 0.0138
λ = large (0.30) 0.0036 0.0046 0.0024 -0.0050 0.0019 0.0433 0.0548 0.0312 0.0358 0.0314
λ = large (0.60) 0.0096 0.0096 0.0089 0.0164 0.0084 0.0700 0.0616 0.0593 0.0549 0.0595
Note: Conditions where the model was correctly matched to the data are marked in bold.91
Table 4.8: Average Bias and Absolute Bias on Parameters s.
Average Bias Absolute Bias
DINA-F DINA-FX DINA-R DINA-RX DINA DINA-F DINA-FX DINA-R DINA-RX DINA
No variability in g and s λ = 0 -0.0032 -0.0063 -0.0044 -0.0240 -0.0013 0.0054 0.0192 0.0232 0.0441 0.0259
λ = small (0.03) -0.0011 -0.0018 -0.0026 -0.0249 0.0006 0.0058 0.0183 0.0238 0.0460 0.0269
λ = small (0.06) -0.0029 -0.0093 -0.0041 -0.0273 -0.0011 0.0076 0.0222 0.0240 0.0474 0.0268
λ = large (0.30) 0.0012 -0.0065 0.0007 -0.0236 0.0037 0.0305 0.0204 0.0425 0.0611 0.0453
λ = large (0.60) 0.0037 -0.0114 0.0029 -0.1103 0.0052 0.0489 0.0262 0.0616 0.1328 0.0640
Small variability in g and s λ = 0 -0.0011 -0.0083 -0.0027 -0.0243 0.0004 0.0092 0.0257 0.0232 0.0468 0.0263
λ = small (0.03) -0.0018 -0.0063 -0.0028 -0.0190 0.0003 0.0097 0.0232 0.0236 0.0418 0.0265
λ = small (0.06) -0.0021 -0.0064 -0.0033 -0.0212 -0.0003 0.0122 0.0207 0.0247 0.0449 0.0274
λ = large (0.30) -0.0024 -0.0021 -0.0037 -0.0171 -0.0008 0.0295 0.0255 0.0403 0.0465 0.0431
λ = large (0.60) 0.0056 -0.0185 0.0055 -0.0573 0.0082 0.0533 0.0400 0.0637 0.0937 0.0665
Large variability in g and s λ = 0 -0.0021 -0.0075 -0.0034 -0.0135 -0.0006 0.0318 0.0513 0.0238 0.0362 0.0262
λ = small (0.03) -0.0019 -0.0056 -0.0032 -0.0148 -0.0004 0.0325 0.0510 0.0240 0.0360 0.0268
λ = small (0.06) 0.0008 -0.0030 -0.0009 -0.0091 0.0019 0.0325 0.0491 0.0240 0.0371 0.0267
λ = large (0.30) -0.0003 -0.0033 -0.0006 -0.0113 0.0022 0.0420 0.0529 0.0376 0.0422 0.0401
λ = large (0.60) -0.0002 -0.0029 -0.0003 -0.0653 0.0019 0.0656 0.0584 0.0635 0.0945 0.0660
Note: Conditions where the model was correctly matched to the data are marked in bold.92
Table 4.9: Average Standard Error of Parameter g.
DINA-F DINA-FX DINA-R DINA-RX
No variability in g and s λ = 0 0.0067 0.0166 0.0071 0.0177
λ = small (0.03) 0.0066 0.0166 0.0071 0.0167
λ = small (0.06) 0.0066 0.0163 0.0071 0.0173
λ = large (0.30) 0.0069 0.0160 0.0071 0.0171
λ = large (0.60) 0.0067 0.0149 0.0069 0.0171
Small variability in g and s λ = 0 0.0068 0.0157 0.0071 0.0176
λ = small (0.03) 0.0068 0.0167 0.0071 0.0182
λ = small (0.06) 0.0067 0.0169 0.0071 0.0175
λ = large (0.30) 0.0068 0.0159 0.0070 0.0174
λ = large (0.60) 0.0068 0.0144 0.0069 0.0172
Large variability in g and s λ = 0 0.0075 0.0182 0.0071 0.0184
λ = small (0.03) 0.0075 0.0178 0.0071 0.0185
λ = small (0.06) 0.0074 0.0188 0.0071 0.0184
λ = large (0.30) 0.0075 0.0178 0.0070 0.0168
λ = large (0.60) 0.0074 0.0149 0.0068 0.0158
Note: Conditions where the model was correctly matched to the data are marked in bold.
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Table 4.10: Average Standard Error of Parameter s.
DINA-F DINA-FX DINA-R DINA-RX
No variability in g and s λ = 0 0.0065 0.0211 0.0154 0.0228
λ = small (0.03) 0.0066 0.0211 0.0153 0.0220
λ = small (0.06) 0.0066 0.0209 0.0154 0.0225
λ = large (0.30) 0.0061 0.0204 0.0149 0.0243
λ = large (0.60) 0.0058 0.0198 0.0144 0.0235
Small variability in g and s λ = 0 0.0066 0.0204 0.0153 0.0228
λ = small (0.03) 0.0064 0.0214 0.0153 0.0232
λ = small (0.06) 0.0064 0.0218 0.0154 0.0226
λ = large (0.30) 0.0062 0.0205 0.0152 0.0225
λ = large (0.60) 0.0057 0.0190 0.0142 0.0236
Large variability in g and s λ = 0 0.0059 0.0226 0.0153 0.0233
λ = small (0.03) 0.0058 0.0221 0.0153 0.0234
λ = small (0.06) 0.0058 0.0228 0.0152 0.0231
λ = large (0.30) 0.0059 0.0221 0.0151 0.0220
λ = large (0.60) 0.0052 0.0192 0.0142 0.0224
Note: Conditions where the model was correctly matched to the data are marked in bold.
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Figure 4.11: Average Bias in Parameter g by Candidate Models under Various Conditions.
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Figure 4.12: Absolute Bias in Parameter g by Candidate Models under Various Conditions.
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Figure 4.13: Average Bias in Parameter s by Candidate Models under Various Conditions.
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Figure 4.14: Absolute Bias in Parameter s by Candidate Models under Various Conditions.
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Figures 4.15 and 4.16 display the patterns of bias at each value of true g and s across all
simulation conditions. The simulated item quality was set to be at a medium level; therefore,
in Figures 4.15 and 4.16, the range of the true g and the true s was around 0.2. In terms of
bias pattern, the DINA-F and DINA-FX models showed an overestimation of g and s when
the true values of g and s were small (close to zero) and showed an underestimation of g and
s when the true values of g and s were relatively large (larger than 0.3). This pattern is called
“inward bias” (Lathrop & Cheng, 2017) and was also shown in Lathrop and Cheng (2017)’s
results on parameter θ. Meanwhile, the DINA-R and DINA-RX models showed consistent
performances of average bias that were close to zero across all values of true g or s. The
SE provides a measure of how spread out the estimates were. In terms of average SE, the
DINA-F, DINA-R, and DINA-RX models showed the pattern of yielding a larger estimation
SE with larger value of g or s. Meanwhile, the DINA-FX showed an inverse U-shape pattern
that, with smaller or larger values of g or s, the estimation SEs were smaller. Among the
four models, the explanatory models generally had a higher SE, especially the DINA-RX
model. However, it should be noted that the SEs of all four models were generally small,
and the ranges of true g and s were limited. Therefore, generalization of these results should
be exercised with caution.
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Figure 4.15: Smoothed Bias and SE of Parameter g Conditional on True Value of g.
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Figure 4.16: Smoothed Bias and SE of Parameter s Conditional on True Value of s.
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Another factor that could affect the estimation of g and s was λ, as the non-explanatory
models could mistakenly attribute the variations caused by λ to the variation in g and s.
At the same time, the explanatory models could also fail to correctly parse the effect of λ
from the variations of g and s. Figures 4.17 and 4.18 depict the average bias and SE in
parameters g and s with different models, marginalized on the true value of λ. When there
was a negative true λ, all four models had a slight underestimation of g and an overestimation
of s. When there was a positive λ, all four models had a slight overestimation of g, and the
DINA-F, DINA-R, and DINA-FX models had an underestimation of s. This pattern was
to be expected in the DINA-F and DINA-R models. Due to the fact that the DINA-F and
DINA-R models attributed the total value of (s−invlogit(λ)) to s and (invlogit(λ)+g) to g,
it is expected that when the true value of λ got larger, the magnitude of the overestimation
of g and the underestimation of s also got larger. It is noteworthy that the magnitudes of
average bias of the explanatory models (DINA-FX and DINA-RX) were lower than with the
non-explanatory models. This indicates that the explanatory models helped with producing
unbiased estimations of g and s by identifying explanatory features. In terms of SE, the
DINA-FX and DINA-RX models showed an inverse U pattern on both parameters g and
s. This shows that the estimation of parameters g and s was most unstable when λ was
close zero. It is understandable because explanatory models need to parse the effect of the
explanatory feature from the variation of g and s. Therefore, it was hard to achieve a stable
estimation when λ was small in magnitude.
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Figure 4.17: Smoothed Bias and SE of Parameter g Conditional on True Value
of λ.
Figure 4.18: Smoothed Bias and SE of Parameter s Conditional on True Value
of λ.
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Prior research on the DINA model (Culpepper, 2015; de la Torre, 2009) suggested that
the MCMC sampling variability, calculated as Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), of slip
parameters was associated with the number of required skills. The results from Culpepper
(2015) indicated that the sampling variability of s was nearly twice as large for some items
that required three skills as opposed to items that required one skill. The sampling variability
for g was relatively smaller for items that required more skills. In this study, the items were
created and organized within each item family. Therefore, it would yield more meaningful
results to compare item families that required different numbers of attributes. Figures 4.19
and 4.20 demonstrate the average absolute bias of parameters g and s with item families that
required different numbers of attributes. It was found that the average absolute bias in g
and s estimated by the DINA-F and DINA-R models for item families that required a single
attribute was the lowest in comparison to item families that required more attributes. The
average absolute biases of g and s were more than twice as large for item families requiring two
attributes as opposed to item families that required a single attribute. This was consistent
with the previous findings by Culpepper (2015). However, it was also demonstrated that the
average absolute bias did not increase linearly with the number of attributes required. In
general, the average absolute bias of item families that required four attributes were not as
large with item families that required two or three attributes, especially when estimated by
the DINA-FX or the DINA-RX model.
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Figure 4.19: Absolute Bias of Parameter g in Item Families Required Different Number of Attributes
under Various Conditions.
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Figure 4.20: Absolute Bias of Parameter s in Item Families Required Different Number of Attributes
under Various Conditions.
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4.2.2 Results for Item Parameter λ
Figure 4.21 displays the kernel-smoothed bias of all four models, with the horizontal axis
representing the true value of λ. Figure 4.21 shows that the magnitude of λ influenced the
bias of λ estimates. The bias with the DINA-F or DINA-R model increased linearly with
the value of true λ since these two models always gave out λ estimates of zero under all
conditions. The patterns of bias of the DINA-FX and DINA-RX models were also linear,
turning from overestimation to underestimation as the value of true λ went from negative
to positive. Generally speaking, the average bias of the two explanatory models was smaller
and showed superior performance as compared with the non-explanatory models when the
true absolute λ value was extremely large.
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Figure 4.21: Smoothed Bias in Parameter λ̂ Conditional on True Value of λ.
To evaluate the Type I error and the power of λ estimates, a 95% highest posterior density
(HPD) interval was constructed. If the HPD did not contain zero, then the λ estimates were
significantly different from zero. Usually, the empirical Type I error rate should be around
0.05. Figure 4.22 shows the empirical Type I error rate as a function of the variation in g
and s, as well as the percentage of items that had the explanatory features. The empirical
Type I error rates for both the DINA-FX and DINA-RX models were a function of the
percentage of items within the item family that had the explanatory features. The results
showed that if none of the items within the item family possessed the explanatory feature,
then the empirical Type I error was mostly zero; when 33% of the items within the item
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family possessed the explanatory feature, then the empirical Type I error was between zero
and 0.4; when 100% of the items within the item family possessed the explanatory feature,
then the empirical Type I error was above 0.5. In Lathrop and Cheng (2017), the percentage
of items that possessed the explanatory feature was 25%, and the empirical Type I error
was between 0 and 0.1, which was consistent with these findings. The variations in g and s
also showed a positive correlation with inflation of the empirical Type I error rate, especially
when the percentage of items possessing the explanatory feature was 33%. Comparing the
two models, the DINA-FX model generally yielded more reasonable empirical Type I error
than the DINA-RX model.
Figure 4.23 displays the powers of the two models. The power presented as a function
of two factors: 1) the percentage of items within the item family that had the explanatory
feature; and 2) the magnitude of λ. When 100% of the items within the item family possessed
the explanatory feature, and the value of λ was large (randomly drawn from N(0, 0.30) or
N(0, 0.60)), the powers of the DINA-FX and DINA-RX models were over 0.7 in all conditions.
However, when only 33% of the items within the item family possessed the explanatory
feature and the value of λ was small (randomly drawn from N(0, 0.03) or N(0, 0.06)), the
powers were below 0.4 in the DINA-FX and DINA-RX models. Comparing the two models,
the DINA-RX yielded higher power but also more inflated Type I error.
Prior research (Lathrop & Cheng, 2017) indicated that the Type I error and power of
λ can be a function of the number of items (It) within each item family. When It = 12,
the empirical Type I error was also inflated to around 0.7, and the power could get as low
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as 0.2. However, when It = 100, the empirical Type I error rate was controlled within 0.2.
Therefore, fewer items within each item family could possibly lead to less optimal results.
The number of replications performed in this study was 10, which could also introduce
unnecessary random noise to the results. Although the conclusions about λ in this study
were subject to poorly controlled Type I error, the impact of the feature has still been
demonstrated. Systematic variations in λ explained the within-family systematic variability
and helped produce unbiased parameter estimates.
Figure 4.22: Empirical Type I Error of Parameter λ under Various Conditions.
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Figure 4.23: Power of Parameter λ under Various Conditions.
4.2.3 Results for Person Parameter α
While the candidate models’ performances on item parameters g and s were the main
focus, their performances on estimating examinees’ attribute profile α are also worth looking
at. The accuracy of the classification of examinees was evaluated by the pattern-wise agree-
ment rate (PAR) defined as the proportion of correctly estimated attribute patterns (Chiu,


















Table 4.11: The Attribute-wise Agreement Rate and Pattern-wise Agreement
Rate of Person Parameter α.
AAR PAR
DINA-F DINA-FX DINA-R DINA-RX DINA-F DINA-FX DINA-R DINA-RX
No variability in g and s λ = 0 0.9981 0.9982 0.9981 0.9983 0.9910 0.9915 0.9912 0.9919
λ = small (0.03) 0.9989 0.9987 0.9987 0.9988 0.9943 0.9936 0.9936 0.9942
λ = small (0.06) 0.9986 0.9983 0.9984 0.9985 0.9937 0.9921 0.9927 0.9927
λ = large (0.30) 0.9985 0.9985 0.9982 0.9983 0.9926 0.9927 0.9912 0.9917
λ = large (0.60) 0.9983 0.9987 0.9982 0.9346 0.9925 0.9938 0.9915 0.7751
Small variability in g and s λ = 0 0.9987 0.9987 0.9986 0.9987 0.9940 0.9938 0.9931 0.9939
λ = small (0.03) 0.9986 0.9987 0.9986 0.9986 0.9928 0.9937 0.9930 0.9936
λ = small (0.06) 0.9985 0.9986 0.9985 0.9986 0.9924 0.9930 0.9926 0.9932
λ = large (0.30) 0.9985 0.9986 0.9986 0.9982 0.9928 0.9933 0.9932 0.9914
λ = large (0.60) 0.9981 0.9987 0.9977 0.9714 0.9911 0.9940 0.9891 0.8950
Large variability in g and s λ = 0 0.9987 0.9987 0.9986 0.9987 0.9935 0.9938 0.9933 0.9936
λ = small (0.03) 0.9987 0.9990 0.9988 0.9989 0.9941 0.9951 0.9941 0.9947
λ = small (0.06) 0.9985 0.9988 0.9984 0.9987 0.9925 0.9941 0.9922 0.9938
λ = large (0.30) 0.9978 0.9985 0.9975 0.9982 0.9899 0.9930 0.9881 0.9916
λ = large (0.60) 0.9981 0.9988 0.9974 0.9719 0.9910 0.9938 0.9874 0.8799
Note: Conditions where the model was correctly matched to the data are marked in bold.
Table 4.11 indicates that all four models performed exceptionally well in that both PAR
and AAR were higher than 0.99 under most conditions. Because the recovery rates were
generally high, there was no obvious performance decay when the model was misspecified
to the data. The differences were so small that it is meaningless to argue the relative




5.1.1 Results and Implications for Item Feature Exploration
The purposes of Study 1 were to 1) explore the possibility of adopting the Q-matrix
as content-related features to predict item parameters; and 2) model the effect on item
parameters of content-related features and their interactions with universal features. Item
feature identification is an essential component of a complete AIG process so that item-
generation algorithms can be written to more efficiently target specific ability levels and test
populations if the impact of item features is empirically and mathematically linked to item
parameters (Gorin & Embretson, 2012). The results of Study 1 successfully showcased some
evidence answering both of the questions.
In terms of item feature identification, the results from the regression models (main
effects only) showed that both content-related features (Q-matrix) and universal features
explained a good amount of the variations in item parameters, especially parameter g. The
variations in g explained by content-related features was 71% (adjusted R2 = 0.71), and
the variation explained by universal features was 27% (adjusted R2 = 0.27). Specifically,
Attribute 3 (“Solving problems, including those set in real-life contexts”), Attribute 4 (“Solve
problems involving proportions”), Attribute 10 (“Classify, compare, and recognize geometric
figures and shapes and their relationships and elementary properties”), and Attribute 13
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(“Read data from tables, pictographs, bar graphs, and pie charts”) had significant positive
effects on parameter g. This indicated that items requiring these attributes generally had
higher guessing values. Universal features of item length had a significant positive effect on
guessing, and average word length had a significant negative effect on parameter g. This
result indicated that longer items had higher guessing values. At the same time, items that
used longer words had lower guessing values.
The second question Study 1 aimed to answer was the relationship between item features
and item parameters. The results indicated that in addition to the main effects, there was an
interaction between Attribute 3 and item length on parameter g and an interaction between
Attribute 10 and item length on parameter g. The interaction between Attribute 3 and item
length on guessing indicated that the trend of parameter g were going higher with longer
items was weaker among items requiring Attribute 3 (“Solving problems, including those
set in real-life contexts”). Likewise, the interaction between Attribute 10 and item length
that affected guessing also indicated that the trend of parameter g going higher with longer
items was weaker among items requiring Attribute 10 (“Classify, compare, and recognize
geometric figures and shapes and their relationships and elementary properties”). With
regard to parameter s, there were also negative interactions between Attribute 4 and item
length, between Attribute 13 and item length, and between Attribute 4 and word length.
The interaction between Attribute 4 and item length indicated that the trend of parameter
s going higher with longer items was weaker among items requiring the Attribute 4 (“Solve
problems involving proportions”). The interaction between Attribute 13 and item length
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indicated that the trend of parameter s going higher with longer items was weaker among
items requiring Attribute 13 (“Read data from tables, pictographs, bar graphs, and pie
charts”). The interaction between Attribute 4 and word length indicated that the trend of
parameter s going higher with items that had more long words in them was weaker among
items requiring Attribute 4. Moreover, there was a positive interaction between Attribute
13 and word length affecting parameter s. The interaction between Attribute 13 and word
length indicated that the trend of parameter s going higher with items that had more long
words in it was stronger among items requiring Attribute 13.
The results first showcased the the impact on the item parameters of the Q-matrix, and
the effects of universal features on item parameters through the example of the TIMSS data.
Depending on the nature and context of each study, content-related features varied. In
this study, the content-related features were extracted from the Q-matrix, and the results
confirmed that an item’s requirement with different attributes in the Q-matrix will result
in higher or lower guessing/slip parameters. This suggests that considering the impact of
each item’s attribute requirement is necessary for future practices. The process of exploring
content-related features can be a challenge for test developers, and it might require help
from content experts. The methodology of adopting a Q-matrix as content related features
makes it easily generalizable to more studies. Consistent with previous findings (Dennis et
al., 2002; Embretson, 1999; Embretson & Wetzel, 1987), universal features were associated
with item parameters. More interestingly, in this study, it was found that longer item
length was associated with larger guessing parameter values and a longer average word
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length was associated with smaller guessing parameter values. It might be the case that
longer items gave more clues to the examinees and, therefore, raised the value of guessing.
Conversely, longer, or possibly more sophisticated, words in the item lowered the possibility
of guessing. One possible explanation would be that longer words require greater cognitive
capacity from examinees and, therefore, reduced the examinee’s tendency of making random
guesses. Another interesting finding was the interaction between attributes and universal
effects. As mentioned before, a longer item length was associated with a greater value of
the guessing parameter. However, the impact of item length on the guessing parameter
was moderated by an item requiring Attribute 3 (“Solving problems, including those set in
real-life contexts”) or Attribute 10 (“Classify, compare, and recognize geometric figures and
shapes and their relationships and elementary properties”). This implies that items requiring
Attribute 3 or Attribute 10 were relatively insensitive to the effect of long item length.
The interaction between the attributes required and superficial linguistic features makes
delicate manipulation of the features possible, which results in a more precise control over
the item parameters. The last, but certainly not the least, finding was that, in comparison,
the guessing parameter was more sensitive to the item features than the slip parameter.
Considering the nature of the universal features identified in this study as superficial linguistic
features, this finding can be explained by the “expert-novice differences” (Ericsson, Hoffman,
Kozbelt, & Williams, 2018). Experts are more likely to be sensitive to the deep structure
of items, whereas novices rely more heavily on aspects of the surface structure when solving
problems (Hardiman, Dufresne, & Mestre, 1989). Therefore, the guessing parameter of each
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item, which refers to the probability of answering the item correctly when examinees lack of
required skills, is more likely to change with different surface linguistic features.
5.1.2 Results and Implications for Calibration Model Selection
The purpose of Study 2 was to develop and select the most appropriate calibration model
for items generated by the CDM-based AIG process. The calibration model needs to cater
the hierarchical item structure and captures the potential relationship between item features
and item parameters. Four candidate models, DINA-F, DINA-FX, DINA-R, and DINA-
RX, were constructed and examined with regard to how they best explained the observed
responses under the constraints of each specified model. The performance of each of the
four models was evaluated parameter by parameter, including item parameters g, s, λ, and
person parameter α. The performance of each of the four models in measuring examinees’
attribute proficiency profile α were exceptionally good and similar to each other. This result
is in line with the previous AIG calibration model research under IRT (Lathrop & Cheng,
2017) that all models measured ability sufficiently well in all conditions. In terms of the
estimation of item parameters g and s, the DINA-F and DINA-R models showed superior
performances over DINA-FX and DINA-RX on both average bias and average absolute bias.
With regard to the comparison between the DINA-F and the DINA-R models, when fitting
the DINA-R model with no true within-family variation in g or s, the average bias and
average absolute bias were still often smaller than the correctly specified DINA-F or DINA-
FX model. This suggests that the harm of over-specification (from the DINA-F model to the
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DINA-R model) is less than from under-specification (from the DINA-R model to the DINA-
F model). This finding is also consistent with the previous findings in Lathrop and Cheng
(2017). Additionally, the performances of explanatory models (DINA-FX and DINA-RX)
were associated with the magnitude of the effect of the explanatory feature λ. The simulated
λ conditions were: zero, small (drawn from N (0, 0.03) or N (0, 0.06)), and large (drawn from
N (0, 0.30) or N (0, 0.60)). Results showed that when there was little or no variation in
parameters g or s, and λ was drawn from N (0, 0.30) or N (0, 0.60), the DINA-FX model
showed a general advantage over other models in estimating parameters g and s in terms of
the average absolute bias. When there was a large variation in parameter g, and λ was drawn
from N (0, 0.60), DINA-RX showed an advantage over other models in estimating g in terms
of the average absolute bias. These advantages of the explanatory models were not present
when the λ was small. It should be noted that since the systematic variation λ was added to
1−s and g, the end products of 1−st+ invlogit(λt×Ft(j)) or gt+ invlogit(λt×Ft(j)) are still
subject to the restriction of 0 < 1− st + invlogit(λt × Ft(j)) < gt + invlogit(λt × Ft(j)) < 1.
Although the inverse logit transformation of invlogit(λt×Ft(j)) allowed λ to vary in a larger
space, it is still restricted. The value of λ not being large enough in this study could be
one reason why the explanatory models did not show overwhelmingly advantages over the
non-explanatory models. The performance of the DINA-RX model in recovering g and s
was generally not as good as other models. One possible explanation is that the DINA-RX
model needed to parse the effect of the explanatory feature from the variation in g and
s and was, therefore, not optimal in terms of recovery rates of parameters g and s when
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both λ and the variation of g and s were small. This hypothesis is supported by the fact
that the performance differences between the DINA-RX model and other models were most
prominent under the conditions that the variance of parameters g and s were zero or small
and the λ was zero or small. Moreover, the estimated sampling variability in parameters g
and s showed no clear pattern of association with the number of requisite skills, as found
in the previous research (Culpepper, 2015). One possible explanation for this could be that
because the comparison was conducted at the level of item family, the dedicated differences
might disappear when taking family-level averages. In terms of estimating item parameter λ,
the average bias of two explanatory models was smaller and showed better performance than
non-explanatory models when the true absolute value of λ was extremely large. However,
the generalization of this result should only occur with appropriate caution because of the
Type I error inflation of the λ parameter. Results showed that the empirical Type I error of
λ was associated with the proportion of items in each item family that had the explanatory
feature. When 100% of the items in an item family had the explanatory feature, the Type
I error was severely inflated. Two factors might have played a role here: the number of
items in an item family and the number of replications. Prior research (Lathrop & Cheng,
2017) indicated that the Type I error and power of λ can be functions of the number of
items in each item family (It). When It was a small number, the Type I error was subject
to inflation. In this study, the number of It was 30, which can be considered moderate to
small. The number of replications in this study was 10, which therefore helped little with
reducing random noise in the sample, and restricted the Type I error to only move with a
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step pace of 0.1. This study also did not address the issues like the effect of sample size, the
sensitivity of priors, and missing data.
In spite of those limitations, the simulation results have several implications for re-
searchers. The four models presented in this research demonstrated their performance in
producing unbiased estimates of person and item parameters. More importantly, the four
models showed additional advantages over the traditional calibration model DINA in that
they 1) reacted to the variation introduced by the AIG process and 2) incorporated the
effect of explanatory features. Explanatory calibration models (DINA-FX and DINA-RX)
incorporated the relationship between item features and parameters in the calibration model,
which gave an unbiased estimation of explanatory parameter λ. This is meaningful in both
achieving precise control over item parameters and understanding the psychological problem-
solving mechanism behind each item. This study also examined the pattern of bias and po-
tential influence factors of the estimation bias. This is essential for calibrating CDM-based
AIG items in future research.
5.2 Limitations and Future Research
The goal of the AIG process is to generate items systematically so that large quantities
can be designed to have controllable psychometric properties (Leighton & Gierl, 2011). Prior
researchers have pointed out that factors affecting the success of AIG applications relate to
the adequacy of the three primary components: the cognitive model, the psychometric model,
and the programming capabilities for designing items (Gorin & Embretson, 2012). This study
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made an attempt to address two components, the cognitive model and the psychometric
model, of an AIG system under a formative assessment setting that produces items providing
diagnostic information automatically and with controllable item parameters. While this
methodology showed some insightful results, important limitations of the study should be
addressed for future research.
First and foremost, this research focused on examining the item features and calibration
models of a CDM-based AIG system without developing the second and third steps of item
model and item generation. Those two steps are outside the scope of this study; however they
are essential for implementing an AIG system practically. Future research should address
those steps for a CDM-based AIG system to be put into use.
When exploring the item features, this research mainly discussed the feasibility of adopt-
ing the Q-matrix for content-related features and their interactions with universal features in
predicting item parameters. In this study, the Q-matrix was correctly specified. Meanwhile,
it should be noted that a Q-matrix is subject to misspecifications. Previous research investi-
gated the effects of Q-matrix misspecifications on parameter estimates and misclassification
rates for the DINA model (Rupp & Templin, 2008). Future research should address the
effects of Q-matrix misspecifications in the AIG scenarios. While the Q-matrix is straight-
forward to explore, the universal features are of diverse natures. The universal features
created in this research all fell into the category of superficial linguistic features. While prior
research has confirmed the effect of linguistic features (Dennis et al., 2002; Leighton & Gierl,
2011; Newstead et al., 2002), it is also necessary to explore features that are linked with other
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aspects, such as human information processing, working memory, mental representation, or
reasoning and problem-solving. Johnson-Laird and Bara (1984) argued that abstract con-
tent increases task difficulty, and thematic content decreases difficulty. In addition, specific
task features (such as use of negation or marked adjectives) made the creation of mental
representations onerous, thus increasing the time and complexity of information processing
for examinees (Johnson-Laird & Bara, 1984). However, the generalization of these results
might still be subject to limitations, because identifying item features beyond superficial
characteristics might require additional expert guidance, and the results might only work
under specific test development scenarios.
While conducting the simulation study to select the most appropriate model, the variables
included were: variation of parameters g and s within each item family (zero, small, and
large) and variation of parameter λ (zero, small, and large). One interesting topic that this
research did not thoroughly explore is how to define and set appropriate variation types
and levels. In this study, the AIG process caused the between- and within-item family
variation difference in item parameters g and s. As CDM-based AIG system is so far still
theoretical, more scenarios should be examined. For example, answers should be explored to
the question that what will be the appropriate calibration model under the scenario that an
AIG system will cause dependency among responses within an item family. In addition, how
to set variation levels is another topic to be explored. While the variations in the parameters
g and s were limited because of the ranges of parameters g and s, the variation in λ has
looser constraints. The results of this research provided some evidence that the variation of
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λ was not large enough, even under the large conditions. Further investigations of the level
settings will be needed and can produce insightful results.
This study was conducted on one of the most parsimonious CDMmodel, the DINAmodel,
which requires only two parameters for each item regardless of the number of attributes
required for the item (de La Torre, 2011). While the DINA model is a fair start point to build
CDM-based AIG system, it should be noted that the DINA model is also quite restrictive
that does not apply to all tasks. For example, if the attributes required by the tasks were
not of the same importance or lacking one required attributes for an item is not the same
as lacking all the required attributes, then the DINA model is not appropriate to use. In
order to apply to more tasks, future CDM-based AIG research should focus on generalized
models, for example generalized DINA (GDINA; de La Torre 2011), General Diagnostic
Model (GDM; von Davier 2008), or Log-linear Cognitive Diagnostic Model (LCDM; Henson
et al. 2009). Furthermore, the number of item families, number of items within each family,
number of examinees, and number of attributes tested were all the same across conditions.
Previous research (Lathrop & Cheng, 2017) found that too few items within each item family
was associated with inflated Type I error in parameter λ. In future studies, the influence of
number of items and all other mentioned factors should be examined.
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Detailed information about content-related features. The following detailed information
about all 15 content-related features was from Lee et al. (2011).
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Appendix B
Jefferys prior for the hyper-parameters of g and s. Considering the limited range of param-
eters g and s as:
0 ≤s < 1
0 ≤g < 1
0 ≤g < 1− s
In DINA-R and DINA-RX model, the parameters g and s follow Beta distribution, and the
hyper-parameters follow a Jefferys prior (Yang & Berger, 1996), so the estimation won’t be
largely influenced by the prior.
P (αs, βs) ∝
√
detI(αs, βs)
P (αg, βg) ∝
√
detI(αg, βg)
The Fisher information matrix is (Yang & Berger, 1996):
I(α, β) =
PG(1, α)− PG(1, α + β) −PG(1, α + β)





−2 is the PolyGamma function of order 1. Thus the Jefferys
prior is the square root of the determinant of the Fisher information matrix.
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